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NATION BOWS
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f
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AUTOMOBILE RADIUS

GUARD AGAINST

ROD HELD TIGHTLY

LOOSE PISTOHS
Joint Is Difficult to Protect and
Soon Becomes Worn.

Suggested to Prevent Undue Entrance of Cylinder Oil Into
Combustion Space.
REGARDING

RINGS

In many of the older automobiles
the radius rods are used to take the
Modern Engines Are Carefully Safe- drive. These rods usually have a
joint at the forward end
guarded Againtt Leee of Oil
with adjustment, and the rear ends
Watch for Drippings
are connected to the rear
and Stop Escape.
with a pin or bolt. Since this joint is
very difficult to protect with a leather
pistons and accurately boot and grease, it soon becomes worn
adjusted piston Hogs are the only ef- and is the source of a great deal of
fective Insurance against the undue noise.
entrance of cylinder oil Into the comNew pins can be fitted with bushbustion spaces of the cylinders and Its
but these also soon become worn.
loss unused, through the exhaust, says ings,
To secure a more permanent repair, a
one motor authority.
The waste of
oil Is perhaps the least of the evils
occasioned by loose pistons and rings.
It should be remembered that every
JL y- I
engine which shows an oil exhaust,
.nine flxtc housing
when, in normal operation, is an "oil
waster."
WrtCKLE
V"
I
II
Her SPeiNG
Caution Regarding Piston Rings.
SOB
V
Not only should the piston rings be
well fitted, but it has been found that
specially formed scraper rings, which
return excess oil from cylinder walls to A Wedge Placed in the Joint of a
Radius Rod to Take Up Wear and
the crank case through holes drilled
Prevent Rattle,
in the pistons, are of value. In engines
fitted with certain forms of lubricating
the wedge of steel four Inches long and
systems, It la possible to ovjcr-of
inch wide, tapered to about
cylinders very greotly If the oil supply
Is carried too high, and this should be
Inch, is driven tightly Into
place between the end of the rod and
carefully avoided.
The exact size of the
Modern engines ore carefully safe- the
guarded against loss of oil by leakage wedge will depend on conditions. The
from the crank case throw-of- f
rings, wedge may be kept In place with a
and cotter. P. P. Avery, in
and return passages being provided at the shaft ends, but Popular Science Monthly.
there is still a possibility of waste, If
there is any defect In any gasket used
COLD WEATHER ENGINE CARE
secin the joints of the crank-cas- e
tions. Old engines frequently leak
badly and all possible measures should Safest Plan to Drain Water From All
Parts of System When Car Is
be taken to prevent it.
Left for Night.
Waste of Lubricant
There is an Immense waste of lubriIf a water-cooleengine is not carecant occasioned by filling transmission
and rear axle housings too full, as the fully guarded in cold weather and the
water is allowed to freeze, pipes or raoil works out along the shafts, despite
such devices as felt washers.
This diators will break or a water jacket
evil has largely been forestalled in will crack. To prevent such damage,
modern cars by locating the mouth of the safest plan is to drain the water
the filling opening at the required oil from all parts of the system when the
level bo that the housing cannot, by car Is left for the night or for a long
any possibility, be filled above the time during the day. The engine may
then be allowed to run a few minutes
proper point.
Old cars are provided with no such to make sure tlint all the water has
automatic oil level device and the best been removed. If the car Is used a
the owner can do Is to find out, from great deal In cold weather it may be
the instruction book of experience, advisable to use a nonfreezing soluwhat height of lubricant is ample for tion. A mixture containing 1!0 per
safe lubrication and never greatly to cent of denatured alcohol will freeze
exceed this. , Of course a great waste at ten degrees above zero ; 30 per cent
of oil and grease may be occasioned solution will freeze at five below zero ;
40 per cent ut 20 below, and SO per
by the use of too thin lubricants, especent at 35 below.
cially in hot weather.
g
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CUPS

Not Good, Practice to Wire Pieces
Across Make Permanent Job
Under the Felloe.

Those on Universals and in Similar
Places Should Be Set by Mesne
of a Center Punch.

When the cross pieces of the antiskid chain break so that the chain
strikes against the fender in passing
it Is poor practice to wire the broken
pieces across the tire, as the wires
will quickly be worn through.
By
wiring under the felloe a more "permanent repair will be secured.

Grease cups on the universuls and In
similar locutions have a tendency to
work loose under the Influence of centrifugal force. In cases where this
trouble has been frequently encountered, It is recommended that after the
cups are screwed into place, they be
set by means of a center punch.

the cost of living, but the superior
freshness and quality of the eggs are
in themselves well worth the effort expended. Eggs are n highly nutritious
food and lire so widely used as to be
almost Indispensable, and an occasional chicken dinner Is relished by every
one.

MOTOR TRUCK

SURPASSES FREIGHT CAR

IN FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION

SERVICE

1

W"
fe"
MOTOR

VEHICLES CARRYING

A motortruck expert recently made
the statement that every truck wlth a
capacity of two tons, put into short-hafreight service, saves six tons or
more of steel for reconstruction work.
Figures Prove Assertion.
And he submits some figures to
The average freight car
prove It
mileage, he asserts, Is only 20 miles
per day, carrying an average load of
40 tons.
Therefore, the daily average per car U 800 ton miles.
truck operAgainst this a two-toated efficiently will average 200 ton
miles. It follows from this that four
two-totracks will have a daily carrying capacity of one freight car. But
it takes only a ton and a half of steel
to bnild the truck, and 25 tons to
build a freight car.
Therefore, the
fonr two-to- n
trucks will save 20 tons
of steeL This equals five tons to each

ul

n

n

The Dash Lamp.
If your dash lamp Is not well

shad-

ed yon will find It helpful to substitute
a blue bulb for a clear one. The blue
light sufficiently Illuminates the Instruments but eliminates glare troublesome to the driver. Milestones.

DIED HERO'S DEATH

Our Part in Feeding the Ration

American's Tribute to Soldier of
the Legion.

(Special Information Service, United States Department of ASTtenltare.)

wind-proo-

To Secure Permanent Repair Wedge
of 8teei Is Driven in Between End
of Red and
Kept
in Place With Cetter.
Axle-Housi-

CAUTION

the south. If possible, so that' the' sun
will shine Into It Perfectly satisfactory houses can be made cheaply from
piano boxes or other packing cases.
Two piano boxes with the backs removed can be nailed together and a
door cut in the end. These boxes
should be covered with a roofing pa
per in order to keep tho house dry
A portion
Flock Can Be Made Comfortable and make it
of the door should be left open or cov
at Very Low Cost.
ered with a piece of muslin, so as to
allow ventilation. Similar houses can
be constructed of packing cases at a
OLD SHED MAY BE UTILIZED relatively small qost. A small amount
of two.by fonrior tjvo by three lumber
can be purchased for framing, tne
box
for siding
Design Shows Cheap Building Built or boards can be applied
sheathing, and then covered wltn
on Curtain Front Plan Which
roofing paper. Tvtiere there Is a board
Supplies the Beit Venfence it Is sometimes possible to take
tilation.
advantage of this by building the poul
try' house In the comer of tlo fence,
A.
WILLIAM
RADFORD.
By
and nniklng the fence Itself, with the
Mr. William A. Hadtora will answer cracks
covered by utrips or battens,
questions and Rive advice KREK OF
CC8T on all subjects pertaining to the serve us the buck and ouu side of the
subject ot building work on the farm, for house.
the readers ot this paper. On account of
A chenp house 12 by 10 feet can be
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt the made of two by four Inch pieces ana
boards. Plans for such a house
highest authority on all these subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Rad- are
It Is constructed on the
given.
1827
No.
Prairie avenue. Ohlrairo,
ford,
the
III., and only Inclose three-cestamp for curtain front plan, which supplies
most satisfactory ventilating system
reply.
in these dnys of high egg prices ever adopted , In a poultry house. As
every family is a likely addition to the Illustration shows, the glnss sash
are up near the roof in the high front
the ulieady vast army of
poultry keepers. The United Stutes to admit sunshine directly onto the
government Is actively encouraging scratching floor late In winter when
this proposition, the department of the sun Is high up overhead.
Ventilation Through Curtains.
ugrlculture having recently issued a
In very cold sections of the country
special bulletin on It.
The keeping of a sinull flock of lay- sash may be fitted Into the lower parts
ing hens on a town or village lot or of the window frames, but always one
In a city buck yard is nn Important must be left open for ventilation
t
hraneri of poultry keeping. Though through the curtain.
Thin
the vulue of the product from euch cheesecloth is used for Mils purpose,
Hock is small of itself the uggregnte Is Poultry writers sometimes muke the
nn
lurge. The product of such n flock, mistake of culling It "ennvns."
both In the form of eggs und fowls vns moans airtight or watertight The
for the tuble, may be produced at a windows might ns well be boarded
relatively low cost, because of the pos- across as to till In the openings with
sibilities of utilizing table scraps and canvas.
kitchen wuste which would otherwise
The most approved ventilating win
be thrown away.
A sinull flock of dows have the muslin stretched over
hens, even as few as six or eight, an Inner frame, which tits Into a heav
should produce eggs enough, where ier frame In such n way as to stretch
used economically, for a fumily of four the muslin tight and to permit easy
or five persons throughout the entire removal for washing. When muslin
year, except during the molting period is clean, the light gets through It
or tne rail and early winter. By the as well as the air. It looks cleaner
preservation of surplus eggs produced and better to have muslin nice and
luring the spring and eurly summer this white.
As the season advances the upper
period of scurcity can be provided for.
The keeping of pullets Instead of hens windows are left open, us shown In
nlso will Insure the production of eggs the Illustration.
at this time. Not only will the eggs
The fiiundutlon is inuile of concrete
from the home flock muteriiilly reduce for warmth und to prevent ruts and
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SUPPLIES

IN FRANCE.

truck. But we must also take into
consideration the motive power used
to pull the freight car.
i
Trucks Save Steel.
It takes 150 tons of steel to build a
locomotive and Its tender. Averaging
the long trains In level country and
short trains in hilly country, you must
allow at least one locomotive and tender for eVery 30 freight cars hauled.
This adds another ton and a quarter
saving in steel for each truck, thus
truck put
proving that each two-to- n
Into service will actually save more
than the six tons of steel. Figure for
yourself what a tremendous saving In
steel this would amount to If 200,000
trucks were put Into service. It would
mark.
run 'way over the million-toAnd 200,000 trucks are merely a "drop
In the bucket" cen whVn measured by
passenger-ca- r
production standards.
n

Protect Spark Plugs.
Spark plugs spares are frequently
Injured while being carried in the tool
box. An excellent method of guarding against this is to slip each plug
Into a section of rubber hose, closing
each end up with a bit of waste to
prevent the plugs working out

Use Diamonds on Autos.
Few people associate diamonds with
Hydraulic Brake Invented.
An Englishman is the inventor of a
the manufacture of motorcars, yet
thousands of these precious stones are hydraulic brake for automobiles that
consumed each year to true up emery acts upon all four wheels of a cat
wheels, nothing else being hard enough. at once.

Where conditions render It feasible
and cheap, small flocks of poultry
should be kept to a greater extent
than at present by families In villages
nnd towns, and especially In the suburbs of large cities. The need for
this extension of poultry raising is
particularly gfeat In those sections
where the consumption of poultry
products exceeds the production, with
the result that prices are high.
Need Not Be Nuisanee.
Objection Is frequently raised to
the keeping of poultry In towns and
cities because of the odor which may
result and nlso because of the noise
which Is made by roosters crowing,
particularly In the eurly morning. In
some cases city regulations have been
formulated to prevent or to control
poultry keeping. Where there nre city
regulations it is necessnry to find oiit
their provisions nnd to conform to
them. There Is no necessity for the
poultry Hock to become a nuisance to
neighbors. If the droppings hoards nre
cleaned daily nnd the houses and
yards are kept in a reasonably clean
condition there will he no annoying
odors.
The male bird need not be a nuisance. Unless It is Intended to hatch
chickens from the flock it is unnecessary to keep a male bird. The fact
that there Is no mule lr the flock will
have absolutely no effect. on the number of eggs laid by tho hens. If It
Is desired to mate the hens and to
should be
hatch chicks the male bi-sold or eatea just as oon as the
hatching season Is over. This ls desirable not only for the purpose of
eliminating noises, but also to save
the feed that would be eaten by the
male and for the reason that the eggs
produced after the male Is disposed
of will be Infertile. Since these eggs
are Jncapnble of chick development
they keep much better than fertile
eggs and consequently are superior
for preserving or for market
The flock must be kept confined;
otherwise the hens will stray Into
neighbors' yards and gardens, where
they may cause damage and are almost always sure to cause III feeling.
House Need Not Be Expensive.
The flock should be comfortably but
not expensively housed. A bouse
which provides a floor space of three
or four square feet per bird is ample
for the purpose, and fowls are often
successfully kept with an allowance
f
to
no greater than two and
three square feet Houses must be
dry and free from draft but must alOften there is a
low ventilation.
small nnused shed or building on the
place which can easily be converted
Into a chicken bouse. The front of the
poultry bouse should be faced toward
d

one-hal-

mice und other vermin from getting.
into the poultry house.
All the hen furniture Is made easily
removable for cleaning. The droppings
board supports the nest boxes. Tho
boxes may be detached from the under side of the droppings honrd; the
droppings bourd may he unhinged, and
the roosts lifted off, so that the whole
outfit is eusily carried outdoors for
cleaning and sterilizing by the action
of the sun.
For Farm or Village.
This plun makes a convenient little
poultry house for either farm or village where good poultry Is kept for
eggs lu the winter time.
This poultry house Is large enough
to hold 25 or 30 laying hens. It needs
nbout that many together In the winter
time to keep them warm.
In making this house wurm for a
cold climute, it is nccessury to make
tho walls double. A light two by four

Victor Pronounced Typical Member of
That Wonderful Body of Men
Which Hae Made French Military History Glorious.
I have Just seen a" legionnaire. lie
happened to be of my company, the
Seventh. "Do you know thut Victor
Is dead?" he asked. It seemed to me
almost Impossible. The legion without
Victor! I asked how he had died.
"He was killed, but he gave them
Of course he
," was the answer.
did; that was his habit "I urn one
of the five who are left," continued my
Informant.
In April we were 120 strong. There
may be more now, but they must be
recruits. Victor a short time ago captured ten Germans and received the
Now he Is deud, at
military medal.
his post writes Algernon Sartorls In
Chicago Doily News.
Sergeant Boullgny, an American legionnaire; hus a snapshot of Victor.
Underneath Is written: "A typical legionnaire." Victor was a Breton, born
In Morlulx.
He was tattooeil all over.
There was nothing In his military notebook snvo records of his numerous
campaigns. He was a soldier, pure
and simple. As Boullgny says, he was
typical of all that was best In the legion courage, honesty, bravery. His
history was written In his heart. He
wore the medals of Morocco, Tonkin,
the war cross with several pulms und
finally the mllltury medal a glorious
Victor acted always as a
record.
stimulant; he was always gay and always kind.
On one of our long marches he saw
that I was suffering. He came to me
and offered to carry my haversack In
I declined his
addition to his own.
offer, but his courage and kindness
went to my heart, and In spite of sore
feet I arrived In Mount Meton with
my company, thanks to Victor.
Among the soldiers Victor's name
was proverbial for gallantry. On the
banks of the fetid rivers of Annum,
on the burning sands of Morocco, Victor was there. In the mud and mire
of the trenches of France he was also
there. Always kind, ulways thoughtful of others! Simple und unaffected,
he related deeds of valor that would
move a stone; deeds that would enrich the already glorious military history of France.
how many
I asked his comrnd
lie answered:
Bodies Victor gut.
't'When I lust saw liim lie was whirlThere
ing his gun about his head.
were about a dozen (lend Bodies
around him. I think an ollleer killed
him wllh a revolver; I couldn't swear
to It, hut I think so."
When I lust saw Victor in I'nrls a
little while ago I asked him how ho
"In a
hud won his military medal.
Victor
fit of bravery," he answered.
was always having those fits of
bravery ; they are common In the legion.
Xow he is dead on some lonely battlefield, but his Is the dealt) that he
wmild have asked. In the words of
(en. lie ('nsteluniii : "It Is the best
possible death," the only possible deutl
for such us he.

Wrong Kind of Animal.
This Is the Intent Purls boulevard
story.
Hlndenburg died, and since he was
Hut
a niiirshiil he went to heuven.
the (ierman functionary ut the door
said to him :
"Marshal, you must enter on a
horse."
Illndenhurg descended to hunt for
a horse and encountered the German
crown prince.
"So you're dead, too?" he said.
"Yes," responded the kaiser's son,
"I ate too much Holland cheese. Rut
show me the door to heaven, where,
naturally, I go."
Hlndenburg took the crown prince
by the arm and they got In line behind the other hciivon-hounpilgrims.
The line moved up and Dually they
reached the door where the German
linden-burg- .
functionary again blocked
1

'Marshal," he said. "I told you to
get a horse, not tin ass."
Doomed to Disappointment.
On a train, u few evenlnus ami, two
business men wen- - discussing n,,, ,nn.
big cur service which lias been established by the railroad administration, when the negro waiter came to

N&STJ WDIP. NLOTPIH

WARDS

Scratching Floor1
Interior

take their order.
"How Is this dinner tonight are
you proud of it?" one of the men asked
the waiter.
"Well," he sold. "I ain't ashamed of
It exactly. If a gentleman Is hungry
enough it will taste good. If he Is not
very liumtry, he will not like It, per
haps. And if he Is very hungry so
that he lilies it, lie will still be hungry
when he eats all we bring him."
"If I'm not hungry I can't eat the
stuff, and If I am, I'll not have
enough?" repented the man.
The waiter grinned.

Pln.

sill Is placed on top of the concrete
wall und It should be bolted down ;
two ny four studding is covered both
outside nnd Inside with building paper.
The outside is finished with drop siding or clnplioards. The Inside is boarded with narrow matched siding with
bending.
The roof Is made warm the same as
the sides, and in very much the same
manner.
lining Is very much
Find Steel Ladle in Oak Tree.
preferred and should be thoroughly
A steel ladle, seven Inches long, supwell nailed to prevent the joints from
posed to have been used by Indians in
opening. The Inside of a poultry melting lend for bullets many years
house must have no cracks to harbor ago, was found imbedded In the heart
mites or lice.
of a red oak tree sawed up for fire
wood nt South Aljooua, Pa. Rings on
Bruges' Sacred Relic.
the tree Indicate that it was more than
In Bruges, Belgium, is a reminder one hundred years old. The ladle, made
of the past the chapel of the Hcly of the finest charcoal steel. Is helWved
Blood, built by Theodoric, a distinto have been driven Into the tree when
guished crusader, who, on his return it was a sapling:
from the holy land, brought with him,
so the legend Rays, some drops of the
You've Heard of 'Em.
holy blood of the Savior, Which bad
"Leddy," said Mournful Marmaduke,
been preserved by Joseph of Arima-thethe meandering mendicant, "could yer
Whether the legend is true or help a poor feller what's the victim
Church
of
Saint
tbe
not
Sang, with its of circumstances?"
"What circumstances?" asked the
dainty little oratory, bears testimony
to the belief of the people of that suspicious woman with the pointed
time.
nose and drooped chin, as she glanced
significantly toward the wood pile.
Rare Visitors Recorded.
"Reduced circumstances, leddy."
Tbe appearance of snowy owls, a
rare occurrence. Is reported. These reThe Query Department
lenr Star Ioes anybody know
markably beautiful birds come from
the Arctic regions. Only four previous what made the Tower of Pisa lean?
visitations hsve been recorded In the
A. 'Sicct not, but it couldn't hart
wen the fat of the land. Indlanapolli
ornithological history of the country.
Star.
Kiln-drie- d
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Package Well Wrapped and Addressed.
printed stationery benring the name
of the farm, with envelopes to match.
If the farm is not named an appropriate name should be selected. A, simple, though attractive and businesslike
letterhead can be printed without
much cost. It should give the name
und locntion of the farm, the farmer's
name, and a simple statement of tbe
business. Elaborate and highly colored letterheads embellished with Illustrations of buildings, fruits or animals
should be avoided.
Blank statement forms or Invoices
to fill In and inclose with shipments
should be supplied. Persons receiving
produce by mall wish to know the
price of the shipment, and by the nse
of printed statement forms the shipper can furnish this information without much trouble.
Labeling Parcels.
Each parcel must bear the name and
address of the shipper, the name and
address of the person for whom Intended, and the nature of tbe contents, such as "Fragile" or "Perishable," As tags frequently are torn off,
It is best to have this information
written or stamped directly on the
outer wrapper or container. If the
only mark of identity of producer and
consumer is on a tag and the tag is
lost, the parcel can neither be delivered nor returned to the sender.
Producers who have business enough
to justify them may secure gummed
labels worded somewhat as follows:
From
Fair View Farm.
John Brown, Proprietor,
Blank, Virginia.
PERISHABLE.

CUSTOMERS FOR
FARM PRODUCE
Most Satisfactory Way Is to
Write to Friends and Relatives Seeking Trade.
PROPER BUSINESS METHODS
Newspaper Advertising, Circulars and
Bulletin Boards Helpful to Farmer
Stain Securing Purchasers
tionery Helps.
For producers who wish to market
parcel post the most satisfactory
way of finding customers is to write
to friends, relatives or acquaintances
In cities, seeking their trade.
on the other hand, often on
ocute reliable producers by correspond-snc- e
with friends, relatives or acquaintances in the country. More than
fu per cent of the produce being marketed by parcel post In a number of
:itles in which investigations have
been made Is sent by persons who obtained their customers through friends,
relatives or acquaintances, according
to specialists of the bureau of
United States department of agriculture.
This method of establishing busl- aess relationship Is especially recommended for the general farmer who
hus a limited amount of produce.
Those who wish to market a great deal
if produce by parcel post may find it
necessary to obtain customers by personally soliciting strangers or through
ndvertislng In newspapers and by other means.
Information received from persons
who have advertised farm produce for
sale indicates that usually advertising
Is not profitable for the general farm-ibut often gives satisfactory results
:o the producer who specializes in some
product that can be shipped throughout the year. Advertisements should
he short and should give a description
of the goods, with the prices, and the
name and address of the person advertising. In some cities the Sundny
edition of a newspaper gives better results than the dally edition. The person who ndvertlses must offer a product that Is wanted by the persons who
read the paper at the time the product is advertised, In the places where
the paper has a circulation. In other
words, he must know what to advertise, when to advertise, and where to
advertise.
Must Use Circulars Carefully.
Form letters, circulars or cards sent
to a selected list of persons have been
suggested often as means of obtaining
customers for produce by parcel post.
The cost of obtaining customers by
circularizing Is often great, and unless
the numes of persons to whom the circulars nre sent nre selected very carefully this method of obtaining customers cannot be especially recomby

s,
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EGGS.

The wording may be changed to suit
the product shipped, changing "Eggs"
to "Poultry," "Butter," or "Vegeta
bles," and "Perishable" to "Fragile,"
as the case may require.
These labels, if properly applied,
should not come off. They will serve
as an advertisement and may result la
Inquiries from other customers.
Business Relations With Customers.
Once contact has been made and
shipping begun it is important that
proper business relations be established and maintained, for on these depend success. The difficulty frequently
met in obtaining the first order makes
It important for the producer to use
businesslike methods to retain the
trade that he secures.
Whether a person is successful In
parcel-pos- t
marketing depends largely
on bis adaptability to this work. If
routine und detailed work Is distasteful to him he may never learn how to
keep up a business relationship. Thousands of persons who have been successful In obtaining customers have
been unsuccessful in keeping them.
The most important feature in a
business relationship is a square deal.
Good grading of produce, strict business honesty, prompt attention to correspondence and orders, and satisfactory adjustment of complaints are
needed. The consumer as well as the
producer should do his part In these
matters.

r,

DIRECT DEALING

mended.

Customers may be obtained by making a personal canvass in n selected
neighborhood In n city. The neighborhood should be one which is not supplied with a great many markets or
green grocery stores in order that the
competition may not be as keen as It
would be in a neighborhood that lias
excellent marketing facilities. A suburban district of homes with good incomes offers a good field In which to
solicit trade. In many such districts
the delivery service of the groceries Is
not as satisfactory as in the city.
If a producer's farm is on or near
a
road an attractive
farm bulletin board placed conspicuously near the road Is a help to both
producer and consumer in making
business contact. Many city dwellers
now travel far out Into the country y
automobile, and this fact can be turned
to account In securing customers by
using a bulletin board. This method
will be especially useful on clean,
forms. The statements on the
board should give the articles for sale,
together with their prices, delivered to
the purchaser's door by parcel post,
and the main items should be In lettering large enough to be read quickly.
Stationery a Help.
If a farmer expects to develop a
business of selling produce to strangers he will find it advisable to have
much-trnvele- d

1

vrell-kV-

Housewives appreciate receiving farm produce which they
know to be fresh. Many farmers within l."i0 miles of cities
e
have regular supplies of
produce, the quality of
which they can guarantee. The
parcel post offers a means of direct dealing between producer
and consumer, with profit to
both.
Parcel-pos- t
shipments are InIn number, though
creasing
probably they always will affect
only a small percentage of the
farm ptoduce thut goes to market. Dealin;: by parcel post succeeds If the farmer is careful
to keep up the quality of his produce, packs it safely and attractively, and meets his engagements promptly always supposing that the consumer also observes business methods in the
transaction.
The United States department
of agriculture's Farmers' Bulletin 922. "Parcel Post Business
Methods," gives detailed suggestions regarding means of obtaining customers and methods of
carrying on business, with samples of suitable letterheads,
bills, order blanks and other
business forms.
high-grad-
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"GENERAL

A firm, compact seed bed, well pul
verizsd, Is Important with all crops.

Sweet clover Is more
Wood ashes make a good fertilizer
for the strawberry bed or orchard.
Apply about 20 bushels to the acre.

dronght-ros'-

ant than alfalfa or red clover,
quite resistant to alkali.

it

li

The best practice for the conserva
tlon of manure Is to haul It out at
soon as produced.

Tbe shallow well on the farm is a
The tractor Is the fighting tank or
splendid breeding place for typhoid
fever. Dig the well deep and keep all tbe farmer In his battle against laboi
draluuze away from
shortage.

it

serving. A nominal charge will be showed a big production and rait- - $65,00000 if it is necessary to go the'rado, and in 1881 became a citizen
made to cover the cost, it being the 'road business increased.
Socorro county. In 1888 Mr. Hil- extreme depth. This as the begin-'o- f
intention to give the pupils the food The total resources of the three ning of the actual work of boring ton organized the Hilton Mercantile
as a matter of convenience as well banks amount to $1,891,86698.
for oil :n Quay county? There are Company of San Antonio, and for
J his is an
increase in resources other
practice for the girls of the do- coming in after leases; many years conducted its affair
NEWS REVIEW as
I his in- - and if there is any oil in this coun- - with marked ability and success. The
mesne science class. Already the in one year of JtlAbJ.B.
FRANK STAPLIN, EDITOR
Innches are proving very popular, as crease in resources equals the total ty it now looks like it will be dis Mew Mexico state Bank ol ban Anmany as sixty were served one day amount on deposit in this county covered. Those holding leases have tonio is one of the monuments to
last week.
only a few years ago.
BERNALILLO
great faith in the outcome. Tucum- - Mr. Hilton's successful business enEvery Friday at Sanla Fc. the Slate Capital by the
Several thousand head of sheep
The cattle and sheep industries of cari News.
terprises in recent years.
Mr. Hilton was affiliated with the
were loaded and shipped from the the county had a fairly prosperous
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
Installing Weather Station
last
week.
Artesia
republican
year.
pens
party, and held several
Live
Stock
Suffering
Work has been bej?un on the U. S.
litpolitical positions of responsibility.
has
melted
but
The
snow
very
Receiver
is
Frank Staplio,
government weather station which
Two or three cars of cattle are in
Fifty carloads of TNT is being tle and unless it goes off soon so
being installed at the University. the pens at Avalon, awaiting the mo- stored at Fort Wingate.
ROOSEVELT
tock can get at the grass the loss
wilf be placed on deration of the weather to be shipfThe instruments
of cattle and horses will be great,
matter at the post office at Santa Fe. New MexEntered a tecond-clastories
and
third
second
of
the
top
ped to the market at Kansas City.
OTERO
as there is very little feed in the New
of the main building. Professor
Grocery Store
ico, under the Act of March 3, 18 79
Carlsbad Argus.
The rural mail carriers
country.
The Priddy & Foosh'ee Co. of Por-talLetipold is to have charge of the
sevfor
a
made
have
not
single
trip
Almost
Work
Road
M.
Reality
will open a grocery stock about
U. N;
station.
L. J. Ryan last week sold 323 ewes,
Albuquerque
Machinery went through Tularo-s- a eral days. San Jon entinel.
$1.59 par fear Weekly.
the middle of the month in their
Subscription
lambs and muttons to Paul Ares, from
we
and
are
east
Tuesday
going
vacant store adjoin:ng ifs dry goods
the Francisco Alzugary flock. Carls- informed that the lonr and
eaperly Still Optimistic
Public Nieht School Started
department and will operate it on the
bad
Argus.
The snow' has laid on the ground "fetch
looked for road work between here
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, JANUARY 10. 1919
and carry system;" no deli
The public ni(,'ht school becan its
is almost ready to now for almost two weeks and live
sessions in the bitth school building
very.
L. D. Poteet recently purchased and Mescalero
have
of
of
kinds
the
tock
all
suffered,
work)
at Albuquerque Monday night. It is the 40 acres belonging to Harry be a reality. The amount
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS
Tons of Rabbits Shipped
free and open to all apes, and es- Zimmerman, in the Otis section. The promised is $32,001. A convict camp fosses being unusually heavy, but
HAS CONCRESS ABDICATED?
in
is
on
of
work
for
a
established
there
been
has
recompense
hope
The recent heavy snows have made
pecial attention is to be paid to teach- price paid was $4,000.00. A good por
for
next
'Tularosa
Tribune.
the
road.
the
prospects
year's
bright
the capture of rabbits easier, thus
Administration The boyt and girl club of New ing English to imm'grants.
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Sale Wo. 1151
NH, Sec. It; IW
Bond Fund.
The
consist
See, 14; T. IT 8.; R. 11 W contain. of Wells, tajiks, Improvements
NW,
and fencing, value
Inf 160.00 acres. There are no

WNW,

"

um

BH, Bee.
11. 11. 14,

an annual rental of 1100.01 per
for said landa. Lease will be
substantial confomlly with form of oil and
ares lease on file In the office of the Com
tniHHlone of Public Lands,

State of New Mexico, if . Ihe seecesefai
bidder does sol execute s eoatrael witbss
thirty dsye after il has been mailed se
him by Ihe State Laad Office, said see
tract to provide thai the purchaser sasy
at hia option make permeate of sot less
than
of sineiy-fiv- c
per eeai
of the purchsae price st any time sites
the aale and prior to the expiration ex
thirty yesra from the date of ike see
tract and to orovide for th aavsseas
any unpaid balance at the expire! ie e.
thirty years from the dale of the contract with interest oa deferred paytseats
at ine rate oi tour per ceal per a as mm
payable in advance oa the anaivcrsary el
the date of ihe contract, partial payments
to be credited oa Ihe aaeiversary of the
date of the contract next following the
date of tender.

copy of which
will be furnished on application.
At
time of bidding the successful bidder will
be required to pay the Commissioner of
Publlo Lands the amount of the first
year's renul offered, the cost of advertising and expenses Incidental .hereto.
Possession will be given as soon as eon.
tract of lease Is executed by the success
ful bidder, which must be wlUttn thlity
to avoid
days from date of bid In o-- dr
forfeiture of rlghu and all moneys paid.
WITNES8 my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office of the Dtati of
The above aale of laad will be
New Mexico, this twentr-thlr- d
eiarht.
dar at to valid existins rierhta. uunriti. rabjeei
of way sad reservation.
October, ltll.
Tht Commissioner of Public Lands es
FRED MULLER,
hia
holding aueh aale reserves the
j
io.000,00.
Commissioner, of Public Lands, State of right agent
to reject any and all bids offered
New Mexloo,
sale.
at
said
No bid on the above dracribrd tracts will
be accepted for !
than THREE DOL- First Publication Nov. 1. 1111.
Possession aader contract
ef aale let
LARS (WOO) per acre, which is the ap- Last Publication. Jan. 10,
the above described tracta will be gives
ltlt.
praised value thereof, and in addition thereto
on or before October 1st, 1919.
the successful bidder must pay for the improvements that exist on the land.
Witness my hand aad the effieiat seel
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
of ihe Stat,
..d office of the State ef
Sale We. 1274 All of Sea II; T. II &,
New Mexico, this fifteenth day of Novem
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
W
1
R.
conulnlng 140.00 acres. The
ber, 1918.
IrnprovemenU 'consist of fencing, value
OIL AND OAS LEASE OF PUBLIC
FRED MULLER,
1408.35.
No bid on the above described
LANDS
Commissioner of Public LnUs ot th.
tract of land will be accepted for leas than
Stste of New Mexico
110.00 per acre.
QUAT COUNTY
,
First Publication Nov. 1, 1918.
Each of the above dricrihrd tracta will
Last Publication Jan. 24. 1919.
Office
of
the
Commissioner ef Public
ie offered for sale separately.
-Lands,
The above sale of land will be subject
STATE
NEW
MEXICO
OF
o the following terms and conditions, viz.!
SanU Fe, New Mexico.

r.ir

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND
EDDY
Office
Landa,

ol

SALE

COUNTY.

tbs Commissioner ol Public
Sants Fe, New Mexico.

Notice

ia hereby given that pursuaat to
the provisions ot an Act of Congress, an- roved
30th, 1910, the iawa el the
S late ofJune
New Mexico aad the rulea sad
regulations ol the State Land Office, the
Commissioner ol Public Laads will offer
at public aale to the higheat bidder st
10 o'clock, A. M., on
Tuesday, March 11,
1919, in the town of Carlsbad, County of
Eddy, State of New Mexico, in front of the
court house therein, the followinar des
cribed tract ol land, visi

NEwSW-a- . SWK8WU,
Sole Wo. 1230
See. I: WHSEU. seotlon 11: WfcNE.
Section It; T. 20 S.. R. I W aontala-I-ns
140.00 aerea, selected for the Santa
of Public
of the Commlillooer
Office
Fe and Grant County
Bond
Railroad
Laads,
Santa Fe, Nw MexJee. Fund. The Improvements oonslst of fsno
Ins. value 1176.00.
Notice il hereby given that pursuant to
the oroviaioat of an Act of Congreaa, as- Sale No. 1240 EH,
Sea 12; NK.
raved June 20th. 1910. the lawe of the
.?'J7r
m.
rulea and
New Mexico
Sale No. 112S
WKSWU. See. 3d. T. x
regu'st'oni of IheSut. land Office, the SEKNW, See. It; EHjNWIi. NBKBW
S
B. 27 E
containing 80.00 aerea The
will offer See. M i T. 10 B., R. 10 W
ImproveCommissioner of Public Landa
containing
improvemente consist of feacinar. veins
t
bidder at 1010.00 acre. There are no Improve-at public sale to the
$25.00.
o'clock P. IL, on Tuesday. January 14th. menM on
traot
Sal Wo. 1154
m
ine town oi rsmsooro1,
EttSEU, See. ITS
No bid on the above described tract of
lilt, ED State
of New Mexico, In front of
land
will
be
Sale Wo. 1241
EJ4SBX. Sec. 24: SWK BEKNE, Sec. 10; EttNEK. 8WI4NWH.
Sierra,
accepted for lesa than
EIGHTEEN DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS
the court house therein uie following
8E148W14. Sea It; T. 11 8., R. 6. NWHSWK. Sec. 21; T. IT 8.. R. 11 W
BE,
($18.50.)
per acre, which ia the appraised
tracts of land, via.:
W eontalnlns 160.00 acres. There are no containing 180.00 aerea, selected for the
value thereof and in addition thereto the
Banta Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
on this tract.
successful bidder must pay for the im
SEUNWU. See. 14; T. Improvements
Sole Wo, MM
1 ne
runo,
consist
of
improvements
provements that exist on the land.
11 S., R. ( V7., oontalnlns 40.00 acres.
RRU
Safe Wo. 1242
RUNKtf .WW1 house and fenclnar. value 1150.00.
xne improvements coram 01 mira sura BYf. Bea 24; T 11 8., R. 1 W contain- The above sale ol land will be subject
Sal' N- - 1J6S
to the following terms and conditions, vis.:
8H. Sea 1 : SEU. NVj
fencing, value 150.00.
jlng 820.00 acres selected for the Santa Fe
13 Mm. a d
SWU. Sea 4: Lot 1. NEU8EU.
a ir.- .1:
4
The successful bidder must pay to the
11 w- - containing (31.71 acres.
8"
Tn Improvements conalst of barn, well, lT-1Commissioner of Public Lands or nis agent
a
L
IrnprovemenU on this tract
Tf.
Pump house, fencing, corral, value 1111.00.
such sale,
lE,ILC'byi,Jea-,ol the
holding
price offered by him for the land, four
125
Bea
'
SE14SE14. Bea I; NE14
SWa. WH8E,
Sole Wo. 1243
cent interest in advance for the balNWU. Sea 12: T. 22 S.J
KW,
per
ance of sdVh purchase price, leea for adr. b w.. containing 160.00 acres selected NB1- - 80a T; T. 18 8.. R. 11 W.,
U; All of Section 16; N1i. BE. Sea 11;
NViNW4. SWNW(4. Sea 11 ; for tne Santa Fe and Grant County Ran. talnlng 80.00 acres selected for the Santa
vertising and appraisement anu all costs
incidental to the sale herein, each and all
Fe
and
Railroad
Grant
T. 14 ; 8.. R. 1 W containing 1210.34 roai Bond pun
Bond
County
conThe improvements
of
said amuunts must be deposited in cash
acres, of which 480.00 acres were selected ,)gt of fencing and 20 acres cleared, value Fun'' There are no IrnprovemenU on
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
or certified exchange at the time oi sate
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant to
Except for land selected for the Santa
this tract
for the Santa Fe and Grant county Hall- - 335,00.
Ke ami Grant County Kailrnail Bond Fund, the
and
which said amounts and all of them
an
of
Act of Congress approvisions
PUBLIC
LAND SALE
roaa Bona r una. 1 ne improvements eon-1- st
arc subject to forleilure to the State of
'he successful hnl!er mull pay to thr
proved June 20th, 1910. the laws of the
Sole Wo. 1257
S'iSWtt. Sea 6: NWV. Commissioner of Puiilic Lands or
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
his agrni State
Sale Wo. 1244
of a bouse, value 1300.00.
Sea 15; T. 25 S.
SW.
of New Mexico, and rules and regunot execute a contract within thirty days
TORRANCE COUNTY
of the
R. 10 W., containing 160.00 acres selected 'NSWW. Sea 7 ; 8W4, Sea 18; T. II S lolding such sale,
afier it lias been mailed to him by the
Lots 1. 2, S. 8NWi. roP u,. 8anta
, Cnuntv Ra..;R 13 W.. EV4SfE. Bee. 12; T. 18 8.. R. price offered by him for the land, four lations of the Bute Land Office, the
Sale Wo. 1221
Fe .nil
Office
in
balcent
interest
of
State l.and Office, said contrail to proof
for
the
advance
Public
the
of
Commissioner
per
will
WLands
Publlt
offer
for
6.
All
Sections
of
- containing (14.44 acres of which ance of such purchase
8H8EK. Sea (;
road Bond Fund. The Improvements con-j'- 4
vide that the purchaser mav at his ootioa
fees for ail lease tor the mining for, and extraction
Lands,
price,
1740.67
were
1
m
creB
"e'ected
16
W..
the
Banta
T.
for
R,
.....
S.,
lual.-containing
,i
verHsini? and ntinraitrmfni
of fencing and clearing, value 1250.00.
(.
ami .11
New
Sants
,gt
Mexico.
payments ul not less than
Fe,
of
oil
at
and
to
auction
gas,
the
public
acres.
Bond mi l
niiu
ol ninety-livthe
each
uiitiii
sale
ine impruvemeuis vuiibibl ui wc.
naiiroaa
to
and
all
Notice
herein,
is
iuuniy
per cent ot the purhereby given that pursuant to chase
jr
at any time after ihe sale and
in cash highest bidder at ten o'clock, A. M., JanSale Wo. 1245
the provisions of an Act of Congress,
and fencing, value 1350.00.
BW14, Sea 4 ; T. 26 8.. Fud. The Improvements consist of fenc- - f Saul amounts must br
price
ap
ir crrtified exchange st the time of sale uary 14th. l'JlK. in the town of Tucuro-car- i, proved June 20lh, 1910, the laws of the prior to tile expiration of ihir'y years from
a,ue 1225.00.
IR. 10 W.. containing 160.00 acres selected
ind which said amounts and ail of them
County of Quay, State of New Mex- State ol New .Mexico and the rules and the dale of the contract anil to provide
Sole Wo. 1221
8H. Sea 1 ; w4. Sea for tne ganta Fe and Grant Countv Rail- ire anhjret to forfeiture to the State of ico, in front of the court house therein, regulations of the State Land Office, the for th- payment of any unua'd balance at
So' Ko- - "SS-N- W,
Sea 30; T. 11 8., New
II; All of Sections 1(. 17, 21 ;
road Bond Fund. There are no
succr-ssfii- l
if
the
Mexico,
the
bi'lrttr
dorp
Commifsioner of Public Lands will offer the expirattun of thirty yiars from the
following described lands,
npryvw- R J4 w containing 163.53 acres selected not
Sea 22; SWKNWfc. WHSW. Sea 24;;menti on ma trac.
a contract within thirty days
at public sale to Ihe highest bidder at date of the contract with intcust on deferNU. NU Kpo t&: HWUSWU. SIASRV.
'for the Runtn P unit drnnt Onunlv Rail. iter rx.rufe
red payments at luc rate of four per cent
mailed to him by tne
it has been
L-Sale
No.
N'A.
SWK. NWK 8EM. 10It la.o'clock, inA. theM., on Tuesday, February- per
roaa
IX
;
nrono
eaid
Hea
are
annum payable in advunce on the an
uond
Bale
to
Wo.
There
l.and
mud.
1246
Office,
Ktt
vale
Improvecnmraci
SE"4NE,4,
of
town of Kstancta. Coun1;
Wtf. 8ea 27; All
l'i9,
le that the ourchasrr mav at hti OOtlUTI Sec. 16; SJ,EJ4. SEtf SWtf, NVVKRW
of Torrance. State of New Mexico, in i.iversary ol the d ite of the cr'ract, par
Sec. 34; T. 21 8.. menu on this tract
NE)i. Sea 13; T..19 8., K. 6 w., contain- - Sections 31, 32, 33;
ore.
Ht-- ,
make
tial
of
ea
to Ik- credited
not
the
.i
less
paym-nl.a,
than
front
of
the
17;
folhouse
court
nyi
2800.00
payments
the
which
acres
or.7r.)i,
therein,
R. 13 w.. All of Sections 1, 12, 13;
tug 3(40.00 acres of
of ninety-five-prof tin- dale of Ihe cuiract ntx:
All of Sec. 36. lowing described tracts of land, vis:
cent of the pur NNi-i- , HyiSKJi, Svc.
Sole Wo. 1259 W!i, Sec. 20; T. It 8.,
were selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
Bw. 24; EH, Sea 25; T. 21 B., R.
tile dale of lender.
at any time after the sale
11 N-- . R. 21) E
hase
T.
price
nl
All
Sec.
of
10
T.
14
16;
R.
W
320.00
acres selected Dtior to the
The im- 14 w
containing
County Railroad Bond Fund.
Sea 3"; All of Sections 4, 6.
Sale No. 13H
expiration of thirty years from N It 31 E All of Sec. 16: T
N.. R.
KE, Sec. 2, T. 5 N.. The above sale nf land will be subject
provements consist of 2 wells and wind- - (; WV4. Sec 7; All of Sec, 8; WHNE14. for the Santa Fe and Grant County he date of the conlnu-- anil to proviile 31 E All of Sec. 16: T. 8 N.. R.t 30 E R. 8 E., containing 159.60 acres. The imRailroad Bond Fund. There are no
for the payment of any unpaid balance at
.
m a,
consist
house, barn, wells, to valid exis'iiH. null's, cas-i.;mills, tanks and fanclng, value 12,100.00. WH, SE'4, Sac. 9; E'NWH, SW,
provements
All of Sec. 36 ; T. 8 N.. R. 28 E... All of winiln.ili, ar.tj fencing,of value
the expiration of
and rt scrvations.
on this tract
years from the Stc.
$2,575.00,
,10; All of Sea 16; Lots 1. 1, SEHNW,
date of the contract tinny
with interest on
16; T. 10 N., R. 23 E-- , SE. RriNEK.
Sale Wo. 1230
SW14SWH. Sea IT. T.
n
. Ren M: T. ss s
su.
law
The ("I'mniisMi.tii r of TuIjIic Lands or his
Sale No. Ills
All of Section 16, T. 6
Bale .Mo. 1260 EH,
payments at the rate of four per rent SVX NEK, SEK NW,
Sec.
SW?48W1 red
EWH,
It S.. R. 7 W., containing 40.00 acres. The cugnii
St.e. 5. A1I of sections 8. IT 1 24 S.. R
S
on the a.i- 16; T. 9 N., R. 30 E..
per annum payable in
the right
t., containiiiK 64U.00 acres. The aRctil holding such sale rcscrve
T- ,
W- - containing
NKKNEK, Sea N., K. n.i
8". R
1
to
Improvements conslet of fencing, value ,3
3
nts
of
containing 11674.62 ac'rn. of w'hlrh
consist
wire
reject utiy and all bids olici-- d at said
improve
mile,
N-All
of Sec. 16; T. 11
18;
R. 30 E
,
sale.
aiiU l)a, pavin-nito ne cretttett
tv.uu.
the an8608.13 acres were selected for the Fan is
,.allu,
fence, value $100.00.
UOO
6.
arrca
and
County Railroad Bond Fund. There niveriary of the dale of ihe contract next comprlHlng
dealgnated asi
and Grant County
Railroad
Bund tlrnnt
nine
are no Improvemenu on thla tract.
Possession
No hid on the above described tracts will
ider contract d sale for t
following the date of tender.
No bid on the above described ......'Fe
Tne
no IrnprovemenU on
. ill
above 'ttsifil" d tract
ne given oa
be accepted
for less than TfcN DOI
will be accepted for less than THREE pund.....
sale of land selee'e-- ' f .r he Sin's' Ve Md will be to 'lili d foe less trms
before October 1st, 1919.
Thr
or
Hole
the
acre.
$in.(l)
4.
Lots
3.
I2r,l
yn.
2.
per
ap
"ea
EMEi.
DOLLARS (13.00) per acre, which Is the!
i
anil
Countv
Railroad
Grant
All of Sectt..n
2.
. NbSW.
8WV,, will he subject o the shove
' I '.e.'
All of Sea 10; T. 11 1;
appraised value thereof, and In addition; pale j?0i Uil
hteir 11: Wu,
NWI4, N',"'-,- . hec III.
ondition except lhat the uece
thereto the euccfseful bidder must pay for S-- , a. g w
640.00
acres,
containing
sec.
T.
XOimuat
or
certified
.....
II:
NwVjMEH.
tins twenty first l.iy of De
the IrnprovemenU that exist on the land. There are no Improvements on this tract
py is cssl
..
00 lib- - ill the office of the Cotn- Each of the above described
8., R. 17 W.. conulnlng 2202.72 acres r.f'tb- - "me M -- ji-,
tracts will ctinlKr, 1918.
ol the purchase
which 1l62.24 acres were
for the prite '"terwl hy him for e the land, four niiHslone of Public
nlu, copy of which he offeree for sale separately,
Each of the above described tracts
Wo. 1248
of
Sale
All
27. 24
Sections
FRED MUM.EK,
ine nai.inee will be furnlshid
on application.
At
.
be offered for sale separately.
Bond inr ceoi mien si in aovam au!wr will
"n:, rnnt Cou"
T. 26 S. R 6 W NEH.lec!
All ot J?"?
bi
Commissioner
tne successful iminrr must pay to tne
ot Public l..tnii
lime of bidding Uie auccessful bidder will
price
' n."irrl ,0
.7- -..
Cummisstuner
for
Sec. 8; All of Sections 17. '
'."V
ol T'uhlic Lands or nis at;ent
State of New
The shove sale of lar.d will be suhiect8ec. 7;
S
.
corrals, well, fencing,
t inch
$1,050.00.
ihe payment .of The rjalRii '"
such
Fist
l'JIR.
Dec.
oi
Publication
the
pur27,
hnMing
sale,
;
or
sea
and
i
zu;
sections
lie.
33,
the
te
conditions, vis.:
ah
following terms
ubIlc
the amount of the first price offered by him for the
chase rnee in thirty
annu;il inital34. 36: T. 27 H.. R. R W.. All nf ftaotlnns
lad, lour Last Publication March 7, Jyl9.
Sale No. 1262 All of Pec. 6; T. 23 S..
with interest on all deferred
coat of adver
rental
the
in 'advance for the balinterest
cent
offend,
for
selected
Santa
the
for
land
Except
n, ja, 13, 14, 23, 24, 25; NH ; Sec. 26; R. 14 W-- , containing 640.97 acres select- - '"ents at the rate nf four per cent per'tlslug and expenaea Incidental thereto, ance of such purchase price, fees for adFe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, lAn of gee 36 . T 27 g R 7 w
'
'
' SE4 ed for the Santa Fe and Grant County' l""1"" ',1 aVvani'.'- Payments and interest I'.igHesslon will be Kiven an goon as
vertising and appraisement and all costs
the successful bidder must pay to lhe.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Sol 'ch
- 8e0- - B!
to the sal? herein, each and all
"ctou"
Sea
Commissioner of Public Lands or his aceni &ee- tract of lease Is executed by the success- - incidental
Bnntl Fund.
f'.Be0Thore are no im-- 1
j
f sax! amounts must be
deposited in cash
of the t; All of Sections 16. 17; EH Sec. 18; provements on this tract.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
holding such sale,
which
WJder.
muat
f.u
be
within
The above ialc nf land will he subject
thirty or ccrtifird
at the time of sale
price offered by him for the land, four' EH, Sec. 19: All of Sections 20. 29; EH,
which said amounts and all of them
it valid and
existing nynt, cas. men.
rights. ua'u itum unie ot um n oruer io avoin and
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
per cent interest in advance for the bal- - sWi4, Sec. 30; All of Sections 31. 32; T.
Sato Ko. 1263 8Wi4SW, Sec.
are
to
forfeiture of rights and all moneys paid.
forfeiture to the Stat, ol
20;
reservations.
subject
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
"on" '
: 8W
WHSWH. Sec. 21; T. It The Cnrnmifl-iinnt-and a! cost, if"
NW,
and Vnorsiiemen
MORA COUNTY
;ti.ine
I andi nr hilwiTVRff
.....
PiiMir
of
o.
a
not
eant
execute
mv
contract
within
Boa
henrf
S
R.
10
160.00
thirty days
Atiini
Be"'
W., containing
acres,
Incidental to the sale herein, each and all;";
after it has ben mailed to him by the
Sea 21; All of There are no Improvements on this tract,
of said amounta must be deposited in cash or sections is, 16; BEH.
Office of the Commissioner
ol Public
State Land Office, ssid contract to pro- Lands,
or certified exchange at the time of sale Sections 22, 36; T. 28 8., R. t W contain-- .
New Mexico, tills twenty-thir- d
nf
da
vide
the
that
sale.
may at his option
purchaser
New
aad which said amounts and all of them Ing 24.640.43 acres, of which 7.047.69 acres
Mexico.
Santa
Fe,
Sole No. 1264 SEHNWU, Sea 1; BEU
October, 1911.
make
of not less than
payments
Notice is hereby given that purauanl to
are auDject to lorieiture to tne stare 01 ;were selected for the Santa Fe and Grant NEH.
f ninety-fivPossrssion unclfr coairart of ssl for Ihr
EHSEK, Sea 2; NEUNEU. NWU
per cent of the pur- the provisions
FRED
of an Act of Congress, apMULLER.
chase price at any time after the sale and
above
tracta will bt givrn on Commissioner
,7eco,.,nVc,?h,iun1
the lawe ol Ibe
June 20ih,
'
of Publlo Lands. State ol prior to th. expiratioa of thirty ycara from proved
iSec. 1;,T. 19
A. IS W., rontalrjing signing of the contract.
Mexico and the rules and
alter it hat been mailed to him by the provementa conatat of '
the date of the contract and to provide State of New
New Mexico.
400.no aerea, of which 120.00 acres were
oi
State Land Office, aaid contract to pro
the
Slate
Landj Oifice, the
regulationa
for the payment of any unpaid balance st
Witness
No bid on the above deecrtbed tracta will selected for the Santa Fe and Grant
of Public
vide that the purchaser may at his option
Lands will offer
the expiration of thirty yeara from the Commissioner
snake payments of not less than one be accepted for leaa than THREHJ DOLr
to
sale
the
at
bidder st
public
LmA
highest
Bond
Railroad
Fund.
Publication.
10.
Jan.
of
There
Ihe
County
are New Mexico, this Mth day of October.
date
contract with interest oa defer11.
thirtieth 6f ninety.five ocr cent of the our LARS
red payments at the rate of four per cent II o'clock, in A. M., onof Tuesday, March
per acre, which la the ap- - no IrnprovemenU on thla tract.
1911.
the town
chste price at any time sfter the tale and praised ($3.00)
of
18th, 1919,
Mofa,
County
In
in
annum
on
value
and
addition
thereof,
advance
ihe
per
payable
trior to the expiration of thirty years from thereto the euoceesful bidder must pay Sato So, 12615 Lot 1,
FRED MULLER,
of the date of the contract, par- Mora, State of New Mexico, in front of
BftNWK. BWI4,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
the date of the contract ana to provide
the court house therein, the following destial
be
anon
to
credited
the
payments
Bee 81; T. 20 8., R. 14 W., BE,
for the payment of any unpaid balance at for the IrnprovemenU that exlat on the
cribed tracta of land, vis.;
Commissioner of Public I.aii'ls
niversary of the date of the contract next
the expiration of thirty years from the land.
See. 36; T. 20 B., R. IS W., containing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico
folltwing the date of tender.
ate of the contract with interest on defer
Sals No. 1321
522.40 aerea. nf which lfln.nfi nroa
SEM, E4SWM, SWM
m
First Publication. Nor. 1. 1(13.
red payments at the rate of four per cent
25; SE)jSE)4, WKSEW,
SWM,
Bale Ko. 1349
OIL AND OAS LEASE OF PUBLIC
WH, SEfc, 8HNSH. aelected for the Santa Fe and Grant
The above sale of land will be subject SWK, Sec. Sec.
Last Publication, Jan. 10, 1919.
per annum pay a Die in savance on ine an
26; Slitf, NWtfNEM, NEM
SWtfNWtf,
33 B., R. 9 W
T.
valid
LANDS
to
86;
oontalnlns;
Railroad
Bond
Fund.
Improve-660.0The
0
existing
casements,
rights,
ty
rights NWX, WMWtf. Sec. 27; Ntf, WSWM.
savertary of theto date of the contract, par
,
aerea. There are no IrnprovemenU menta consist of fencing-- value 8110 00.
tial navments
be credited on the an
All ol Sec. 33; S,SWsi.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his EKaSEtf, Sec. 28;
SANTA FE COUNTT
iverssrv of the date of the contract next on una iimcc. no ma on uw aoova ae-All of Sec. 35; All of Sec
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two conspirators
set off.
Threi
rather, for Tucker, too, was now of
off
the band
the black flag.
Outside the thicket Bobby hesitated.
"I ought to blindfold you," he said.
"But I guess you'll need your eyes.
It's a hard place to get to."
Perhaps, bad he known the dlfflcul
ties ahead, old Adelbert "would not
have gone on. And, bad he turned
back then, the history of a certain
kingdom of Europe would have been
changed. Maps, too, and school books.
and the life story of a small prince,
But he went on. Stronger than his
young guide, be did not crawl, but
bent aside the stiff and ungainly
branches of the firs. He battled with
the thicket, and came out victorious.
He was not so old, then, or so feeble,
His arm would have been strong for
(he king, had not
"There it is!" cried Bobby.
Not a cave, It appeared at first A
low doorwuy, barred with an iron gratlog, uud padlocked. A doorway In the
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although it contains doctrines tha-twell, you'd better learn it"
"Yes, sir," said I'rinee Ferdinand
William Otto. Ue hoped 1 was not
very long.
"Otto," said the king suddenly, "do
you ever look at your father's plC'
ture?"
"Not always."
"You might look at It now and
then. I'd like you to do It"
"Yes, sir."
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their prime, were in themselves a the kitchen table and was discovered
danger. And on these days of anni- hiding in Bobby's bureau, when the
versary It bad been the custom of the Frauleln put away the washing.
The governess protested that he
university to march also, a guard of
ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S GETTYSBURG ADDRESS.
honor. Sedition was rife among the heard nothing she told him, and was
students.
at his lessons. But as
The order was finally Issued.
she was always protesting about some6ynopsis. Prince Ferdinand William Otto, heir to the throne of
Old Adelbert was 111 that night He thing, no one
Livouiu, Ik unaware of plots of the terrorists to form a republic. Ills
paid afcy attention.
tossed about In a fever. His body Bobby drew ahead on his pocket allowgrandfather, the k ag, In order to preserve the kingdom, arranges for
so
even
the
which
ached,
ago
ance
of
long
leg
without question, and as bis
the marriage of Princess Iledwlg, Otto's cousin, to King Karl
had mnldered In Its shallow grave on birthday was not fur off, asked for
Karniu. Hedtvlg rebels because of an attachment she has formed for
a
battlefield.
these
For
happen.
things
"the dollar to grow on" in advance.
Captain Nlkky Lurlseh, I'rinee Otto's personal attendant Countess
By morning be was better, but he was He always received a dollar for each
Loschek, attached to the menngo of Archduchess Annunciata, Is In
a
man.
His
His
different
XIII.
CHAPTER
glowed.
Is
eyes
year, which went into the bank, and a
love with the king of Karnla, for whom she nets as spy. Sho
body twitched. He was stronger, too, dollar to grow on, which was his own
threatened by the committee of ten, lenders of the terrorists, unless
now
for
he
broke
his
across
his
sword
Moon.
the
Gate
The
of
to spend.
fche bows to the committee's will and helps to secret the crown prince
A curious friendship bud sprung up knee, and flung the pieces out of the
With the dollar he made a number
when the king, who is very 111, dies. Nlkky Is torn between love and
window.
And
went
last
with
them
the
old
and
Adelbert
between
Bobby
of purchases candles and candlestick,
a sense of duty and loyalty to his king.
of
old
his
to
bis
fragment
off
the
In
king.
after
loyalty
school,
hours,
a toy pistol and cups, one of the masks
zM Thorpe.
Old Adelbert was now, potentially, a
boy hung about the ticket taker's
for the carnival, now displayed in all
traitor.
cleannow
to
wonderful
a
the windows, n kitchen knife, wooden
and the Dffalr was over. To obviate booth, swept
CHAPTER XII Continued.
On the morning after Adelbert had
the dllliculty of having the delegation liness nnd adorned within with pic11
plates, and a piece of bacon.
turned
his
back
on
his
king,
Bobby
Now and then he appeared at the
flut long after Nlkky had gone he snt back down the long room, It was the tures cut from the illustrated papers. Thorpe rose
early, so early, Indeed, scenic rullway, abstracted and viewing
Outwardly Adelbert was peaceful.
In the darkness. lie felt old und tired crown prince who departed first, with
nareven
that
in
still
her
Pepy
slept
The daughter now received bis pension
arid a hypocrite. The boy would not the chancellor.
row bed, and the milk sellers had not with a calculating eye the furnishings
of the engine room and workshop.
Late In the afternoon the king sent in full, uud wrote comforting letters. started on
forget, as he himself had not forgotrounds.
The early From there
their
for I'rinee Ferdinand William Otto. Iiut his resentment and bitterness at
disappeared a broken
ten.
was
to
a
a
watch
rising
mistake,
owing
chair, a piece of old carpet, discarded
Peter Nihurg was shot at dawn the Ho had not left his bed since the day the loss of his position at the opera which had strangely
an
hour.
gained
next inoniing. He went, a coward, to he bad placed tho matter of Hcdwig's continued, even grew.
Somewhat disconsolately, he wan from a cur, and a large padlock, but
For while he hud now even a greater dered
the latter he asked for and obtained.
Ills death, held between two guards marriage before the council, and now
about.
Heavy quiet reigned.
could eat three meals, be
His occasional visits to the railway,
und crying plteously. But he died a he knew he would never leave it. wage, aud
From
a
meat
window
be
the
watched
however, found him in old Adelbert's
brave man. Not once In the long heurs There were times between sleeping sides second breakfast and afternoon
seller
out
killed
a
hang
deer,
freshly
coffee, down deep In his heart old
shack. He filled his pockets with char(.if his Interrogation had lie betrayed and waking when he fancied he had
Adelbert felt that he had lost caste. Just brought from the mountains. He coal from the pail beside the stove,
the name of the Countess Loschek.
already gone, and that only his weary The
went
downstairs
on
out
and
the
street
opera that was a setting! He
body on the bed remained. At such
the niece of the concierge, who and made cautious Inquiries as to
been, then, of the elect. And now, past
methods of cooking potatoes. But the
The Crown Prince Ferdinand Wil- times he saw Hubert, only, strangely had
was
scrubbing the stairs.
to what had he fallen
To selling
pall of old Adelbert's gloom penetrated
liam Otto of I.lvonlu was having a enough, not as a man grown, but as a
"I'm
for
a
her.
he
told
walk."
going
tickets for an American catchpenny
birthday. Now, a birthday for n crown small boy again ; aud his queen, but scheme, patronized by butchers, by "If they send Pepy down you might at last even through the boy's abstraction.
tell her I'll be back for breakfast."
prince of Livonia is not a matter of a
housemaids, by the common people
I hope your daughter Is not worse,"
cake with candles on it, and having
He stood for a time surveying the
a noisy, uproarious crowd, that neverhis ears pulled, once for each year and
deer. Then he decided to go hunting be said politely, during one of his
theless
with
counted
their
change
n extra one to grow on. Nor of a
himself. The meat seller obligingly visits to the ticket booth.
suspicious eyes, and brought lunches
"She Is well. She recovers strength
gave him the handle of a floor brush,
holiday from lessuns, ttnd a picnic In
In paper boxes, which they scattered
"There It Is!" Cried Bobby.
and with this Improvised gun Bobby rapidly."
wprlng woods. Nor a purty, with chilabout
"And the new uniform does it fit
dren frolicking and scratching the best
There was, however, a consolation. went deer stalking. His dog trotted
base of a side wall of the gate, and
you?"
furniture.
He had ordered a new uniform. Not at his heels.
"I do not know," said old Adelbert so heaped with leaves that Its lower
Around the old cfty gate, still stand
In the first place, he was wakened
for twenty years had he ventured the
"I have not seen It recently." half was covered.
In
grimly.
service
to
the
and
dawn
taken
wall of which it had
at
early
extravagance, and even now his cau ing although
"On
the
Bobby produced a key. "I broke the
a
day of the procession we are
been
was
exhe chapel, a solemn function, with tho
pnrt
gone, there was
tious soul quailed nt the price. For
all going to watch for you. I'll tell you padlock that was on It," he explained.
court assembled and slightly sleepy.
the last half dozen years he had cellent hunting. Here they killed and where
we will be, so you can look for "I smashed It with u stone. But I
skinned a bear, took fine Ivory tusks
The crown prince, who was trying to
stumped through the streets, painfully
us."
got another. I always lock It."
look his additional dignity of years,
aware of shnhhlness, of a shiny back, from a dead elephant, and searched for
"There will be no procession."
Prolonged search produced the key.
the trull of a tiger.
Mat and stood as erect as possible, and
of patches, when, on the anniversary
Then to the boy old Adelbert poured Old Adelbert's face was set hard. On
The gate was an excellent place for
of the great battle to which he had
yawned only once.
out the bitterness of his soul. He what dungeon hud this boy stumbled?
At eleven o'clock came word that the
sacrificed a leg, the veterans marched a tiger. Around It was planted an al- showed
where he had torn down the It was strunge.
most Impenetrable screen of ever
between lines of cheering people.
king was too HI to have him to
d
Bobby was removing tho
picture, nnd replaced it with one
greens, so thick that the ground be king's
luncheon, but that he would see him
Now, on this approaching anniverof a dying stag. He reviewed his days with his hands. "It was almost all
a few moments that afternoon.
sary, he could go peacefully, nny, even neath was quite bare of grass. Hero In tho
hospital, and the hardships covered when I found It," he said, inPrince Ferdinand William otto, who
proudly. The uniform was of the best the two hunters crawled on stomuchs
which he had pussed, to come dustriously scraping.
was diagramming the sentence, "Abrn-Eincloth, and on Its second fitting showed that began to feel a trifle empty, and through
to this. The king had forgotten his
The door swung in, silently, as
here
on
Lincoln freed the slaves In Amertho
trail.
Its
they
marvel
happened
of
already
tailoring.
though the hinges bud been recently
Tucker found it lirst. His stumpy brave men.
On an evening n week before the
ica," and doing It wrong, looked up In
During the rest of tho day Bobby oiled; as indeed they had, but not by
dismay.
parade would occur, he got out his tall grew rigid. Nose to the ground, considered. No less a mutter
than the the boy.
"I'd like to know what's the use of
mots. He bought always large boots he crawled and wriggled through the
of a certain secret occupied
"It's rather dirty," he explained.
sharing
declared'
he
a
Aud
with
his
heels.
having
birthday,"
straight soles, the right not much undergrowth, Bobby at
his mind. Now, half the pleasure of "You go down steps first. Ue very
now
saw
the
different from the left in shape. Thus
trail, footprints. a secret Is
Bobby
sharing it, naturally, but careful.".
lie managed thriftily to wear, on his It is true that they resembled those
The king did not approve of blrth-ilaIt should be with the right person. And
He extended an earthy hand and led
no
one
were
So there
Rifts.
gifts.
leg, first one of the pair, then the of heavy boots with nails. But on the his old
playfellow was changed. the old man down. "It's dark here,
other. But they were both worn now, other hand, no one could say surely
None, Unit is, until the riding hour
reflecting, wondered whether but there's a room below ; quite a good
and because of tho cost of the new that the nail marks were not those of Bobby,
and Nikky, subverter of all disold Adelbert would really care to join room. And I have candles."
claws.
uuiform, he could not buy others.
cipline. He had brought a lig lady,
his
consisting of Tucker
Truly, a room. Built of old brick,
Tucker circled about
The trail and pirate crew,
Armed with the better of the two
wrapped in paper.
himself. On the next
howand damp, but with a free circulution
he visited the cobbler's shop, nnd there grew more exciting.
Bobby had to ever, he put the matter to day,
,"It'B quite fresh," he said, as they
the test, of air. Old Adelbert stared about him.
crawl on hands and feet under nnd
met with bitter news.
walked together across the place.
resolved that old Adelbert If was not entirely dark.' A bit of
"A patch here, and a new heel, com- through thickets. Branches had been having
"I'll give It to you when we get to the
needed distraction nnd cheering.
light entered from the aperture at the
rade," he said. "With that and a pol- broken as by the passage of some large
riding school. I saw the woman my"You know," he snld, talking through head of the steps. By it, even before
self take It out of her basket. So It The Crown Prince Received the Dele- ishing, it will do well enough for body. The sportsman clutched his the window of the booth,
"I think Bobby had lighted his candle, be saw
weapon and went on.
ha no germs on It."
marching."
when I grow up I'll be a pirate."
the broken chuir, the piece of old cargation of Citizens.
reAn
The
In
was
two
usual
hour
unithe
hunters
the
later
In
his
attired
group
That afternoon,
shop,
"There be worse trades," said old pet, nnd the odds and ends the child
did
turned
of
for
breakfast.
a
men,
ns
crown
looked
she had
gray
Washing
scattering
form of the guards, the
many years before, mostly young
prince
Adelbert, whose hand was now against had brought.
received the delegation of citizens In when he married her, and when nt last heads. The advocates of strange doc something to restore the leader to a every man.
Old Adelbert felt curiously shaken.
of
Old
most
normal
but
a
Adelbert
them.
she
trines,
appearance,
wondering
the great nudlence chamber of the pal- nfter months of married wooing,
"And hide treasure," Bobby went on. "None have visited this place since yon
of
him
them
discovered
covered
with
them, regarded
disapproved
family
ace, a solitary little flguro, standing had crept willing Into his arms.
"In a In a cave, you know." Bobby have been here?" he asked.
wounds and strangely silent
on the red carpet before the dais at
So, awakening from a doze, he snw with a sort of contempt.
edged closer to the window. "I've got
"I don't suppose any one knows
Now he felt that they smiled behind
"Why, Bob, where have you been?" the cave already."
the end. The chancellor stood nenr the boy there, and called him Hubert
about It. Do you?"
the boy, resplendent In his dress uni- I'rinee Ferdinand William Otto, feel- his back. It was his clothing, he felt. his mother demanded. "Why, I never
"Sol"
"Those who built It, perhaps. But
form, a blue ribbon across his shirt ing rather worried, did the only thing Ue shrugged his shoulders disdain- saw so many scratches 1"
"Here, in the park. It is a great It Is old, very old. It Is possible "
"I've been hunting," he replied secret"
front, over which Muthllde had taken he could think of. He thrust his warm fully. He no longer felt ashamed beHe stopped, lost In speculation.
hours. He was the Mettllch of the hund Into hia grandfather's groping fore them. Already, although the briefly. "They don't hurt anyhow."
"A cave here in the park?"
There had been a story once of a
silImabsorbed
Into
Then
he
seams
flesh
tailor
of
and
hard
his
still
relapsed
touch
of
the
soft
its
nnd
now,
one,
features,
pressed
eye
"I'll
take
public
you, if you'd like to see it." passageway under the wall, but he
marked upon it with chalk, he was ence. His mother, putting cream on
roused the king.
Old Adelbert was. puzzled. The park recollected nothing clearly. A passagepassive, Inflexible.
an
hand
his
uniand
new
cereal,
in
clad
of
the
the
placed
experienced
left
them
The
The
sister
well.
affair
had
together,
dignity
no
lie
staged the
offered, so far as he
way leading out beyond the wall,
on his forehead. "Are you sure you for a cave. It was a knew, theplace
crown prince, standing alone, so small, In her small room dropped on her form.
site through which, In a great siege, a
plain,
"I
feel
she
think
dear?"
asked.
"A
to
He
well,
turned
and
nodded
them.
the
knees
before
his
holy Image.
of the old wall, and now planted in messenger hnd been sent for help. But
eo appealing, against
magnificent
"If this your head is a little hot"
In the king's bed chamber Prince fine evening," he said.
He himself had that was a passage; while this was a
grass and flowers.
background, was a picture to touch the
"I'm
all
mother,"
we
a
weather
right,
will
have
on
a
sat
holds,
seen It graded and sown. A cave I
good
high
hardest. Not for nothing had Mettllch Ferdinand William Otto
dungeon.
ran
was
she
She
but
silent,
for
He
the
wisely
his
day
squinted
marching."
"Where?"
studied the people, read their essential chair, nnd talked, but he viewed
In
treatment
over
her
mind
the
a
faded
the
outside.
spring
at
eye
sky
"That's a secret. But I'll show It to
simplicity, their answer to any appeal grandfather with alarm. His aunt bad
for children at home. The blood, she you, if
"What marching?"
to the heart. These men were men of certainly lntimuted that his running
Further plotting, for the kidyou won't tell."
Old
on
Adelbert turned
the speaker
Old Adelbert agreed to silence.
family. Surely no father of a son away had made the king worse. And
naping of the crown prince la
sharply. "Probably you have forgotUntil midday, when the railway
ould see that lonely child and not he looked very ill.
revealed in the next install"I'm awfully sorry, grandfather," he ten," he said scornfully, "but In a week
offer hiiu loyalty.
ment.
opened for business, the old soMler
comes an anniversary there are many
was free. So the next morning, due
With the same wisdom, he had given said.
who will remembjsr.
The day of a
"For what?"
fho boy small Instruction, and no
precautions having been taken, the
CTO Bli CUMTlMji.O.)
"That I went away the other day, great battle. Perhaps," he added, "if
Hpeech of thanks. "Let him say what
you do not know of what I speak, there
comes Into his head," Mettllch had sir."
How Tornado Originates.
WHERE
WILD FOWL BREED
"It was, after all, a natural thing are some here who will tell you."
reasoned.
"It will at least be
"It Is the way of the old to live In
The tornado of the Western plains is
to do."
H'tiutaneous and boyish."
The crown prince could hardly be- the past," a student said. Then, imiYukon River and the Lakes of That Identical in formation with the sund-The first formalities over, and the
hirl. The run beats fiercely on a limtating old Adelbert's majestic tone:
r.wn prince having shaken bands lieve his ears.
Hyperborean Region Favored
ited area say ten square miles of barTf it could only be arranged safely "We, we live in the future. Eh, comof Many Birds.
Spot
nine ti a, the spokesman stepped forren prairie and as a result the uir next
n little freedom" The king lay rades?" He turned to the old soldier:
ward. Ho had brought a long, written
"You have not seen the bulletins?"
closed eyes.
Until the acquisition of Alaska by the earth becomes very hot, perhaps
i peerh, which had already been given still with
"Iiulletins?"
I'rinee Ferdinand William Otto felt
the United States It was a wonder 120 degrees, and the mass is constantto the newspapers. Hut after a mo"There will be no marching, my
where certain wild fowl went when ly Increasing In volume. Above the
uneasy. "Hut I nm very comfortable,
ment's hesitation be folded It up.
to say. friend. The uniform now that is a
they migrated from temperate climes warm air is a stratum perhaps 20 de"Vour royal highness," he said, look- and and happy," he hastened
,
"You are, please, not to worry about pity. Perhaps the tailor" His eyes
on the approach of summer ns well as grees colder.
a
here
"I
have
speech,
long
ing down,
mocked.
a passageway is made.
me. 6lr."
and
of
small
other
nnd
snowbirds
By
by
species
briefI
can
contains
It
say
ail
that
but
"No marching?"
still held his band, but
The
the fenthered tribe.
It was after- the hot air begins to ascend and the
ly. It Is your birthday, highness. We he said king
"An order of the council. It seems
were many
There
ward found, observes a writer In the cold upper air, pressing downward,
nothing.
to
precome, representing taany others,
ancient
is
bored
these
the
that
by
city
Kansas City Journal, that their hab- forces the lighter air through a chanthings be wanted to say. He had gone
sent to you our congratulations, and
this boy must go reminders. It is for peace, and would
itat In- - summer was the waters of nel thus formed. It begins to whirl, It
the love of your people. It is our crooked where
costAnd
wars.
are
He had erred, and the boy forget
processions
Alaska the Yukon river and the lakes increases in velocity, a surface curhope" be paused. Emotion and ex- straight
ne had cher- ly. We grow thrifty. Bands and firerent forces It along, and the tornado
of that hyperborean region.
citement were getting the better of must avoid his errors,
cost
money, and money, my
in his age they works
People wonder where the wild fowl starts on its destructive Journey.
Jilm "our hope, highness, that you ished enmities, and
And now
hero, is scarce very scarce."
come from.
The terrific cyclone originates In
They see the sandhill
will have many happy years. To fur- cherished him.
Again the group laughed.
crane, the wild goose heron and other much the same way, only differing in
"May I ask you a question. Birr
ther that hope, we are here today to
After a time be grasped the truth.
fowl every spring and fail pursue extent The most violent cyclones or"What is It!"
Bay that we, representing all classes,
"Will you tell ne about Abraham There was such an order. The cause
their unwearied way, but tike the wind, iginate In tropical latitudes. In the Atre your most loyal subjects. We have
was given as the king's illness,
Lincoln?"
they do not know whence they come lantic ocean, to the north and east of
fought for his majesty the king, and
"Since when," demanded old Adelor whither they go.
The king was awake
West Indian Islands and In the Pacific,
"WhyT"
If necessary we will fight for you."
He fixed the crown bert angrily, "has the sound of his
Up on Golovine bay, on the north m the China sea and In the neighbor
Ue glanced beyond the child at the enough now.
soldiers' marching disturbed the king?"
side of Norton sound, is the breeding hood of the Philippine Islands.
council, and his tone was strong and prince with keen eyes.
"The sound of wooden legs annoys
place of these fowls. All the birds
The reason they are so destructive
"Well, Miss Bralthwaite does not
Impassioned. "But today we are here,
In creation, seemingly, go to that coun- Is because they are carried such great
student
not to speak of war, but to present care for him. She says he was not a him," observed the mocking
Geese, ducks, swans distances by extraneous Influences.
great man, not as great as Mr. Glad- lighting a cigarette. "He would bear "Since When Has the Sound of His try to breed.
to yon our congratulations, our
thousands of sandstone, anyhow. But Bobby that's the only pleasant sounds, such as the noise
and our loyalty."
Soldiers Marching Disturbed the and thousands upon
hill cranes are swarming there all the
into his vaults.
Also
casket He had forgotten boy I met; I told you about bim he of tax money pouring
King?"
To Reopen Algerian Oil Fields.
of a pleasanter: the
time. They lay. their eggs In the blue-stethat. He stepped back, was nudged, says he was the greatest man who Me I can think
between
the
The
negotiations
lowlands.
In
certhe
a
cathedral
at
winter
a
of
the
bell,
be
thinned
after
grass
ever lived."
felt should
tolling
kind recollected.
and an Important
Myriads of robins and swallows are French government
"And who," asked the king, "do you tain time, will be music to my ears!" of sausages and rich cocoa. She men"Also a gift," be Bald, and ruined
Lon,
there, as well as millions of magnifi- group of Interests in, Paris and
Old Adelbert stood, staring ahead. tally searched ber medicine case.
fine speech among smiles. But the regard as the greatest man?"
cent grouse, wearing red combs and don for a concession to exploit the posthat
Into
A
went
Otto
the
out
William
he
street
day.
Ferdinand
thing
happened
At
strange
last
Prince
due
in
took
order,
place
presentation
This grouse turns sibilities of the abandoned Algerian oil
fidgeted, but he answered bravely, muttering. "They shame us before the A broken plate disappeared from the feather moccasins.
end Otto cleared his throat.
fields are still proceeding. A contract
where Pepy as white as snow hi winter.
a
shelf
of
closet
said
he
sir."
upper
quickly.
"You,
mild.
people,"
be
all
Thank yon
very much,"
Yon can kill dozens of teal ducks has been signed by the firm and the
a nick
a
with
also
naa
bidden
smilcup
It:
inaeea
bad
council
of
the
I"
order
The
The
still,
king
lay
I
admire
beautiful
"Humph
a
"It Is very
and now
gift
a painful business over In It similarly concealed ; also the heel or grouse as fat as butter bails In a governor general of Algeria,
ft very much. I rtould like to keep ing slightly, "Well," he observed, been Issued,
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ROAD
BUILD

to Remember Is That
vice 8hould Be Faced With a
Strip of Old Iron.

ever-prese-

h

De-

Everybody knows about the split-to- g
road drug and the cut here shown
Is so clear that It needs little explanation. The main points to be remembered are that a part of the front portion of the drag should be faced with
a strip of Iron (an old wagon tire will
'
do) and the hitch so arranged that the
drug will move along et an angle-alw- ays
pushing the loose dirt toward

A Road Drag.
the center of the rood. The occasional use of this drag on any road will
certainly improve it und no farmer
will muke a mistake In constructing
one and using it on the highways that
puss through his farm.
FARMER

NEEDS

GOOD ROADS

Motor Has Extended His Sphere of
Operation Until 100 Miles Doesn't
Worry Him.
There Is a reason for American
tardiness In road building. We need
not be utterly downcast when we hear
our highways unfavorably compared
with the fine, smooth ronds of Europe.
We must remember that European
highways were hundreds of years in
the making and In periods when roads
were tlte sole means of transportation,
both civil and military. There were
no railroads, no electric lines, no wire
communication.
Road building was
the essence of commercial life and
communication.
America started almost with the
railroad and the steamboat. Compar
atively a few years later we had the
.telegraph. Our roads were neglected
because they were only local in character. Our railroads and telegraph
enabled us to leap the centuries. But
now we are confronted by a new need.
It Is the need for better local trans
says Chicago Tribune,
portation,
Where formerly the farmer was content with a few miles of dirt roads for
his local traffic, he now requires hun
dreds of miles, for his area has ex
panded with the advent of gasoline.
A few years back there was the
protest that good roads was merely
the argument of the automobillst a
species restricted chiefly to metropol
itan districts. A part of that argu
ment still obtains that good roads
Is the demand of the automobillst;
hut the automobillst is the farmer
The motor has extended his sphere ol
operation until 100 miles is of no more
concern to him than was ten before.

'

Anglo-Frenc-

ROAD DRAG

G

Main Point

leuf-mol-

m

SPLIT-LO-

FOR GOOD SPRING

HIGHWAYS

Big Item In Preparedness Pro
gram Is to Clean Outside Ditches
During Autumn.

One

Winter weathering-mabe great fot
the farmers' fields, but it's hard on
the road.
The best way to prevent extreme
weathering of the road is to clean out
the side ditches before freezing weath
er sets In and to keep the road surface in condition so that It will freeze
condition.
up in a
Cleaning the side ditches will allow
the water to run off and avoid the
possibility of the rond freezing In n
saturated condition.
Dragging the
roud to a smooth surface will elim
inate possible water pockets and al
low the water to escape in the side
ditches.
well-dragg-

USE TAR AND HAY COVERING
Found to Wear Quite Satisfactorily
Over Almost Pure Sand Roads
In Wisconsin,

In Wisconsin there are several long
stretches of almost pure sand ronds.
Considerable difficulty Is experienced
in passing over them either in dry
weather or in wet weather. Numerous
schemes have been tried in an effort to
muke them passable, the most promising of which ut present appenrs to be
a covering of hay and tar. Last summer several sections of sand road ware
treated with this combination. After a
few weeks of usage it was found to
have withstood the wear of traffic and
a stretch over a mile in length was
given a similar application. So far, it
is said, the
covering is
wearing in a very astisfactory manner.
Pathfinder.
hay-and-t-

CLEAN

ROADSIDES

ARE BEST

Makes Road Look Much Prettier and
Takes Very Little Time Payment Not in Cash.
Why not mow the weeds along the
roadside? How much prettier the road
will look. It only takes a few minutes.
No, It doesn't matter that you may receive no cash payment for this service.
The knowledge that you have beautified the world a bit Is pay. And we
mi . do our bit In many ways aside from
donating cash to worthy causes.
PENNY WISE, POUND FOOLISH
Where That Policy Is Adopted With
Road Repairs Destruction Will
Go on Increasing.
'

If a "penny wise, pound foolish" policy Is adopted particularly in so far as
road repairs are concerned it will
mean that for every dollar saved ten
will have to be spent to make up for
the destruction that Will go on and
ffhich will increase alarmingly.

GERMANY MUST PAY
Kaiser's

Men

Responsible
Millions of Murders.

for

CANNOT PAY FOR LIVES LOST
Nation Must Be Forced to Pay and
Pay and Pay, Until It Has
Learned That Might It
Not Right
By WRIGHT A. PATTERSON.

There ore in France and Belgium
today ery close to 3,000,000 soldier
graven that would not have been there
had Germany not started a war of conquest to gratify the selfish ambitions of
a selfish people for world domination.
In these graves are burled the
heroes of America, of England, of
France, af Belgium, of Ituly, of Can-adof Australia, of Soufh Africa, of
India, of Portugal, of Morocco, of
China and other parts of the world.
These heroes gave their lives that the
cruelly selfish plans of the Boche
might' be defeated; that the world
might be a dwelling place for freemen
and not for the slaves of autocracy.
And the war in which they made

punish the nations that have committed the most terrible crimes known io
modern times, at least, by making the
people of these nations work only that
they may pay.
Among the saddest sights to .be
found In the battle 'areas of Europe
today Is the lonely grave, the little
cross that stands by Itself and marks,
the spot where a soldier nfet death by
a stray shell. There were many, many
thousands of these seen along the
sides of the thousand miles of roadways I covered in Belgium and northern France, uml In very many cases
they marked the spot where a German
shi'll had caught a transport driver as
he guided his truck to or from the
front. The boys who He In these lonely graves were heroic American boys,
heroic French boys, heroic British
boys, and they have paid the great
price that the Boche might not destroy the freedom of the world. They
gave their all, and whatever the Boche
may be made to pay will be small In
comparison with this sacrifice.
Near what was the city of Noyon
one muy see a striking comparison between the methods of the Boche and
those of the nations that have been
flghtlng'the Germans. Here lie buried
side by side both French and German
soldiers. Around each cemetery the
French have built a fence. Over each
French grave flies' a French flag, and
on each German grave green boughs
have been placed by the French. Such
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Break forth, O beauteous
heavenly
light.
And usher In the morning:
Te shepherds, shrink not with affright.
But hour the angels' warning.
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DISHES THAT SAVE EGGS.

.
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GOLDISH TEXT And Moses verily was
'ullllfu! in all Ilk; house. Hebrews 3:5.
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A dish to save eggs need not mean
fhut eggs ure to be entirely eliminated,
for we need the nutri
ment of this valuable
food even when ns
as eggs are at the
present time. The thrifty housewife has been
beforehunded and has
packed n supply of eggs
in wuter-glns- s
during
tlie summer or early fall,
when eggs could be purchased at a
reasonable price. Eggs packed carefully may be used us fresh eggs.
A dish which takes the
place of
scrambled eggs, Is less expensive und
quite nutritive Is the following: Cook
a quarter of a cupful of rice In an
omelet pun until a light yellow with
any sweet fat, stirring often to keep
it from scorching. When of u good
color, broth or water may be added,
with seasoning. Cook the rice until perfectly tender. Just before time
to serve add a half cupful of milk und
an egg or two; stir until well scrambled and serve at once.
Honey Drop Cakes Crenm n half
cupful of shortening und add a half
cupful of sugar, one cupful of honey,
a beaten egg yolk nnd n tublespoonlul
of lemon juice and n pinch of salt.
Mix well nnd add three
citpfuls of flour
with four teaspoonfuls of baking powder. Beat and add one stlllly beaten
white of egg.
Apple Sauce Cake. Take half a
cupful of shortening, a hulf cupful of
sugar, one cupful of apple sauce.
Creom the shortening nnd sugar, then
add the sauce. Mix and sift together
two cupfuls of flour and three
of baking powder, one
each of nutmeg, cinnamon
and cloves. Bent well, then add a half
cupful of raisins and bake In n loaf.
Jelly Roll. Take one cupful of
Rugnr, one beaten egg nod one and
f
cupfuls of Hour, sifted with
three tenspoonf tils of baking powder;
beat well, add six tablospnnnfuls of
hot water and pour Into a pun, makof an
ing the batter about
Inch thick. Turn out on a puper well
dusted with powdered sugar, spread
with Jelly and roll up at once. A cloth
may be rolled around t lie cuke to keep
It in place until cool.
high-price- d

While the oppression nf God's people
ivus heading up, In the providence of
iod u deliverer was being prepared
to take up the task tit the opportune
hour.
Moses was first trained at his
mother's knee, then In I'hitruoh's
L'otirt anil finally under God's immedl

US2J

We may live without friends, we may
live without books,
But civilized man ceunot live without cooks;
We may live without love, what Is
passion but pinlns?
But where is the man that can live
without dining?
SOME CHOICE RECIPES.

We nil have some recipes of which
we are very fond. The following are
g u t h e r e d from many
sources, but nre all cherished recipes:
Cookies.
Martha's
of
Take one cupful
shortening, a mixture nf
any sweet fut, adding
salt, three beaten eggs,
two cupfuls of sugar and
n half cupful of milk.
Sift two cupfuls of flour
with two lenspoonfiils of baking powder and add lemon flavoring, either
the extract or grated rind. Let stand
on hour to chill, then add as much
flour us needed to roll.
Ginger Cookies. Tuke one cupful
of sugar, one and
cupfuls
of molasses, one and
cupf
fuls of melted fat,
cupful of
cold coffee,
two tublespooiifuls of
ginger, two eggs, u teaspoonful of
soda and one teaspoonful of cinnamon.
Dissolve llii! soda in the coffee ami
add salt If the fat Is unsalted. Mix
with flour us soft us possible and let
stand nn hour to stiffen and season
before rolling and baking.
Chocolate Cake. Take one cupful of
of u cupful
brown sugar,
of u cupful
of shortening,
of sour milk, one teaspoonful of soda,
one teaspoonful of vanilla, one egg.
one and
cupfuls of flour,
two s(tinres of chocolate cut up and
dissolved In a half cupful of hot water, added he lust thing. Bake In
layers and put together with boiled
frosting or orange filling which Is
delicious with tlds cake.
Lemon Pie (New England Recipe).
Take one cupful of sugar, two
of Hour, one cupful of mlik,
two tiihlespoonfuls of butter, the juice
and rind of a lemon, the yolks of two
eggs anil the whites of three. Mix
the sugar mid butter together ; add the
yolks of the eggs and the Hour. Mix
all the oilier Ingredients and stir In
the beaten whites last. Bake iu un
uncooked pastry shell.
f
Raisin Pie. Take
cupful
of raisins, one cupful of water,
one
of
a
of cupful
sugar,
of corustiii'ch, the yolks of
two eggs and the juice nnd rind of a
lemon.
Bake with two crusts. The
egg may be omitted and a cupful of
sour cream substituted In place of the
witter, which makes a most fusty pie

zz3

ate hand In the desert. The latter wus
in indispensable part of his training,
tlis learning in the wisdom of the
Kgyptinns was helpful, but without
the immediate tutorship of God he
All who
would have been a failure.
ire used of God must spend some time
in the retirement of his presence. Two
notable examples are 1'uul In Arabia
and John on I'atmos.
I. The Lord Speaks to Moses In the
Burning Bush (v.
It was while keeping the lloek of his
father-in-lain the desert that the
Lord appeared to Muses.
Had he remained in I'liiiriioh's palace he never
could have hsd the vision of the burnThis bush enveloped in
ing bush.
flumes, yet um unsullied, symbolized
jj
the people of Cud enswathed in the
very fire of God, or God dwelling iu
the midst of an elect people. Moses
steps aside to behold this strange
sight, but must be taught the essential
lesson of the proper approach to God.
We now can approach God with boldness through Jesus Christ (Hebrews
10:11)). Our (iod is a consuming fire.
No evil can be permitted in his presence (Joshuu 7; Acts
The Lord
did not leave him long In suspense. He
told lit iti he was the God of his fathers, the covenant God. As soon as
be knew It was I ml who wits speaking
to him ho hid Ills face. The sight of
God always causes sinful men to hide
(Isaiah 6:5).
II. Moses Commissioned as the DeBurial Place of Americans in Lorraine.
liverer of His People (3:7-10the last great sacrifice was started by treatment for the German dead only
Iu the preamble of this commission
Germany only to gratify the 6elflsh emphasizes the need that Germany God said to Moses: "I have seen the
greed of a people who hud been taught pay for the desecration of the graves affliction of my people." This is al
of the allied soldiers committed by her ways true (I'salms 22:2-1- 34:4, 6; Isathat might is right.
iah (13:0). "I have heard their cry."
I realized the tragic interest of troops in France.
Not n cry ever goes up from u child cf
America in these graves as I walked
Further Display of Impudence.
God unheard by him. "I have come
over the hilltop at Gulllimont farm,
at
the edge of the little French
Just
near the village of Bony, and found
of St. Mlhiel, held by the Ger- down to deliver them out of the hand
there two large cemeteries iri which city
mans for four years and retaken by of the Egyptians." J'lils shows that
God is
interested in the cause
Hate always hurts the .hater mom
American dead lie burled. I realized the Amerlcnn
troops late last summer, of his actively He
for in many eases the luted are his;
it anew as Gen. Henry Rawlinson, Is a German cemetery
graciously obligates
that stands as himself:people. To deliver
not to let the hate In. Adams.
enough
them out of
(1)
commanding the Fourth British army, an insult to the French people. Here
of the Egyptians.
the
bands
recounted to me the Incidents of that are burled a
Egypt
SUGGESTIONS FOR SWEETS.
large number of German may be considered a type of the world ;
battle in which American troops made officers. In this
cemetery the German the
of sin's bondthe first break in the Hindenburg line,
u
type
oppression,
.erected a magnificent
Honey will play an Important part filling.
and when he told me of the wonderful government
marble shaft commemorating the valor age; nnd I'hiiruiih, a type of the devil.
The most evident Kond tiling that
gallantry of those American boys, "the of these German officers, and over the God delivers ills own from the hands In the candies for the kiddles as
this world war has hroi'Kht out In us
sugar is not yet
most gallant troops that ever fought
stand elaborate marble and of the devil (Colossians 1:13). (2)
Is
graves
thrift. As a people we have been
on a battlefield."
plentiful enough to
God
notoriously prnlllKate. We have progranite monuments erected to the To bring them up out of the laud.
carewarrant
any
iti
more
more wealth in one century
thanfl.OOO
own
und
duced
of
those
his
deliver
leave
galToday
memory of these German officers. does not
less use of It.
tlinii Kuiopo has In ten. But we have
lant American boys ore buried In sol- These monuments have been erected the enemy's land, but brings them out
tiling it to the winds with both hands.
Honey Taffy.
dier graves on that battlefield, and lit- on what has
a land "flowing with milk and
- In-- Crane.
always been French soil, Into
Take fwo cupfuls
tle wooden crosses mark their resting and they stand
there as one of the honey." (H) To bring them Into a
one-hof
If
honey,
places.
FI8H, FRESH AND SALT.
greatest pieces of impudence commit- "good land and large." There is no
cupful of sugar,
Severe Lesson f6r Germany.
ted by the German nation in this war. loss lit obeying Mod. When he brings
Fresh fish should be firm nnd eyes
This is but another of the many, us out ol the enemy's land he brings
German money cannot pay for those
of soda
us Into a belter land. This call seems und
They are itsuolly baked.
two tiiblesiioonfitls of vinegar. bright.
lives, but that spirit of greed, of wan- many incidents that add to the seri- to have been a
great surprise to Boll to the hard
broiled, fried or
tonness, of selfish ambition, that pro ousness of the crimes committed by Moses. At
In cold water.
crack
boiled.
any rote, he realizes his Cool until It can he
duced the senseless, needless war in the Boche, and for which he should
handled, then pull
to undertake such a
unworthiness
There is no more
which they died, must be crushed, and pay.
as
other
III unveil
Cut
taffy.
nnd
lull
disk. The forty years in the wilderdish
appetizing
it can be crushed only by making the
A very considerable portion of the ness
paper.
have made him very meek.
fish
than
fresh
German pay, and pay, and pity, until soil of Belgium and northern France
one
iiauan
noney
lake
tanay.
Moses'
III.
cooked
and
Objections Patiently
caught
he has learned that might is not right is toduy given over to the graves of
of
two
honey,
pint
pounds of chopped
within an hour. To
and that war for the purposes of con- soldiers of the ullies, and these sol Heard and Removed 01:11; 4:10).
of a pound of
1. Persniml rnworthiness (v. 11). He iilinnmls,
broil, split the fish
quest and domination Is not profitable. dier boys would not be dead, these
one teaspoonful of cinnamon
from the head to
realized his insutlliieney for this task, pecans, f
An American regiment, to which I graves would "hot be
and
pound of grilled chocothere, millions of
Ihe tail, wipe it dry and season well
had belonged some years ago, and in homes would not today be In mourn- lire forty years in the seltool of (Sod late. Boll until thick and si
Hi,
then
Grease the
which were enrolled many personal ing, hod not ix selfish people started a have wrought a great change In him. roll mid ullow to cool. Cut in round with salt and pepper.
broiler anil cook over a good heat,
friends, had fought on that field. As war for the purposes of conquest and His hesitancy is u good sign. Men cukes and dry them in the oven.
turnfng the broiler no that the fish
I walked beside the long rows of loot; a war conducted with all the who are really ipialitled to do h great
Fruit Sweets. Take one
wooden crosses, and knew that some wantonness nnd cruelty of savages. work are not forward to begin it; e. g., each of dates, figs, raisins anilcupful will be evenly cooked.
Martin Luther, George
Baked White Fish. Clean the white
of them marked the resting places of Why should they not pay, and pay, Jeremiah.
one llsh anil stuff with u crumb
prepare us
Washington. Moses did not refuse to and a hnlf feu above, adding
dressing
my friends, I felt, as any other Amerl and pay, until they find that an
of
spoonful
orange
with onion nnd sage, if
his difficulty before the
go, but
can would have felt under the same
a
little
rind
Juice,
war, such as they waged, is the Lord. Gepled
and
grated
Hon st or bake like meat.
l, answered thU difficulty by
liked.
conditions, that Germany must pay in most unprofitable business in which
of n cupful (two tablespoon-fuls- )
Steamed Fish. Arrange the body of
assuring him that he would be with
order thnt Germany should learn that man can engage?
Mold In small balls
of
honey.
the fish In n circle, pour over it u
When (!oi! is witit a man the
him.
might is not right.
and roll in coconut.
of good vinegar, seasoned with
cupful
impossible becomes the possible. The
I am sure that every father, every
Bent
the
whites
of
four
Nougat.
mother, every brother, every sister, SPARROWS' NESTS IN A SHIP token of his presence would be his eggs until stiff. Roll two cupfuls of pepper ami salt; let it stand nn hour
In a eool place, pour oil the vinegar
worshiping with the people of Israel strained honey until it cracks,
every relative and friend of those
pour and steam twenty minutes, or longer
on this mountain.
American boys who are buried on Eu Attracted
over
the
beaten
whites of the If a
slowly
by Grain and Not at All Af2. The Difficulty of the I'eople to
large fish. When the meat is
ropean battlefields will feel that Ger
Stir In the nuts and beat until
fected by Noise, Birds Make
rnderstand Moses' Itebitionship to eggs.
separated .from the bones It is
easily
many mnst pay and pay heavily for
on
a waxed paper.
smooth, pour out
Home There.
done. Too long cooking will destroy
(iod (M :i:L 14). Moses knew how un- cover, with another and u
the desolation she has caused through
and
weight
tln-fish Is most
the flavor, but under-donwere to acknowledge him
willing
out the world.
let stanil over niglit. Cut In squares
A large tramp steamer had been as their deliverer forty years before nnd
unpalatable. Drain well and serve on
There Is on the Somrae battlefields.
In
wuxed paper.
wrap
a neatly folded napkin or fish doth.
not far from what once was the beau towed Into a northeast coast port for Since God changes his name as he astnocoiate cnips. Take one anil a
tiful little city of Peronne, a soldiers' repairs. After having discharged her sumes a new relationship to his people, hnlf cupfuls of corn sirup and half a Garnish the platter with parsley.
Baked Salt Mackerel. Soak the fish
cemetery in which British troops are cargo of grain, she was placed in a Moses Inquired as to what that new re- cupful of molasses; boll until It cracks
buried. On each little wooden cross dry dock, situated in the middle of a lationship would be. and ills corre In cold water, four into nn oiled pun. over night skin side up to remove till
salt. Place In a dripping pan with a
establishment. sponding name. The Lord promptly cool and
had been painted the name of the sol' large
pull. I 'nil Into
thin covering of sweet or sour cream
dler buried beneath it, as well as the with all the usual accompaniment of met this difficulty by showing him a pieces
f
Inch wide and cut In
letter of his company and the number noise from pneumatic hammers, steam name differing in many respects from strips one Inch long. Set nway to be bake until the meat separates from
thp bones;
of his battalion. In the onrush of the whistles, shouting of men, and other all others previously given. This new come hard. When cold and brittle,
dip
Boiled Fresh Cod. Place the fish
name Ik "I Am." This name is from In melted chocolate and cool on
Huns last March this cemetery was noises common to all such works.
waxed
tied in a cloth with a little salt and
The grain, of which there Is always the Hebrew verb "to be." It Indicates
taken, and the wanton cruelty of the
paper.
horseradish.
Let simmer in
(2) his
good deal left about after the holds (1) God's
Boche is nowise better Illustrated than
Glaced Fruit and Nut Balls. Take scraped.
(.1) Ids unchangeableness.
one cupful each of dates, flgs nmj water until done. Serve on a folded
by the fact that he went through that are swept np, attracted the sparrows
wttn a arawn nutter sauce
3. Unbelief on the I'art of the I'eo- raisins with two
cemetery and painted out the names in large numbers, and, as if guided by
cupfuls of nuts. Wash napKin
instinct, they commenced to build ple (4:1). This difficulty the Lord met and dry the fruit, remove stones from passed In n snucebont. A white sauce
of these British dead.
with chopped,
nests in various jiurts of the ship. by supplying him with credentials the dates nnd put all
egg Is an
through meat
Should Pay to the Limit.
for boiled fish.
Undeterred by the noise or by the which could not be gainsaid. He was
the nuts with the other
mixing
chopper,
Boche
not pay for such constant going and coming of the given the power to perform supernaShould the
Breakfast Codfish. rick up salt
fruit. Do not use the finest knife as
dastardly work as that? Should he workmen, they reared their broods tural wonders (4:2).
are better If not too pasty. codfish into small bits nnd soak over
the
balls
in cold water. Heat some milk,
not pay for attempting to deprive the before the repairs were completed,
4. Lack of Eloquence (4:10). This Boll
together two cupfuls of corn nnight
relatives and friends of those British and the vessel sailed. This is believed difficulty the Lord met by providing
bit of butter nnd when hot ndd the
each
of
cupful
sirup,
sugar
fish which hns been squeezed dry;
soldiers of knowing their final resting to be a unique case, for although the an assistant in the person of.his brothand water with n tulriesiioonful of
place, even though, thanks to the Brit- sparrow is a bold bird, it needed some er Aaron.
Cook until the mixture Is when twilling hot ndd a little flour
vinegar.
ish graves commission, the attempt pluck to undertake home building in
wjth cold milk and cook until
brittle when dropped in cold water. mixed
will not be successful T He must pay such circumstances. The workmen ad
thick, of an egg may be used in place
Thy God.
over
hot
water
Set
nnd
the
pan
dip
the penalty just as any other criminal mired the pluck of these boisterous,
God is one from whom we expect all the balls, which have been rolled the of the flour. Serve at once.
must pay the penalty for his crimes. cheeky birds, and watched the proceedand in whom we can take
good,
size of a hickory nut. Into the boiling
The world cannot send an entire na- ings to the flight of the young birds In ail our needs, so that to haverefuge
God sirup. Let dry on a buttered tin or
tion to jail, but the world can today. with great Interest.
is nothing else than to trust and be- waxed paper.
lieve in liim with ail our hearts: as I
have often said, that trust and faith
Home Help Community.
Metric Denominations.
Ammonia.
The World's Diamonds.
The metric denominations and val- of the heart alone make both God and
A wealthy Englishman once said
Ammonia is found in minute quanDiamonds of the weight of 28 5
that a good home was an Institution ues for measures of capacity are as Idol. If the faith and trust are
fur civilizing a community, and In- follows: Kllollter or stere, 1,000 liters, right, then thy God is also the tity in air, and Is a natural product tons, of a value of $L000,O00,O0O. have
stead of surrounding bis own home by equals one'eubic meter; hectoliter, 100 right God ; and. again, if thy trust is of the decay of animal substances. It been taken from the earth from the
h
a high hedge, like many In the vicin- liters, equals
of a cubic me- false and wrong, then thou hast not is procured artificially by the destruc- earliest time to the present day. These
ity, he built about It an open fence, ter; dekoliter, ten liters, equals ten the right God. For the two, faith and tive distillation of nitrogen organic figures, however, only concern the
so that whoever passed, rich or poor, cubic decimeters; liter, equals one co- God, hold close together. Whatever, matters, such as bones, hair, horns and stones before cutting, which reduce
h
of a then, thy heart clings to I say), and hoofs, and is largely obtained as a by- their weight by half, but multiplies
might enjoy the beauty of house and ble decimeter ; deciliter,
h
lawn and garden. It is a good thing liter, equals
of a cubic deci- relies upon, that Is properly thy God.
product In the manufacture of Illumi- their value by Ave.
for the girls of today who are to be meter; centiliter, one
nating gas from coat
Martfn Luther.
the home makers of tomorrow, to of a liter, equals ten cubic centimeThe Locust Tree.
of
The locust tree was one of the first
grow up with the Idea that the home ters; milliliter,, one
Optimistic Thought.
Prefer diligence before idleness, un
toowes something to the community.
American trees to be taken to
a liter, equals one cubic centimeter.
Gather roses while they blossom ;
less you esteem rust before brightness.
morrow Is not today.
Plato.
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three-fourt-

table-spoonf-

Gay troops of party frocks are fairlin, no longer fearing
frowns of disapproval. They are to
olay a part in our welcome homo to
As these
)itr conquering heroes.
heroes have sung the praises of Amer- enn girls and have made comparisons
Dillons to the maids of other lands,
while sojourning "over there." our
)wn girls are determined to look their
best now thnt the boys are coining

tulle skirt and in two spiral bin's,
above. There Is a short overdress
without (i hem, joined to a yoke deveM
oped of the iridescent bunds extendi"
ed Into n corselet. The tulb; bodh-e- '
Is puffed and the sleeves are puffs,
confined
bunds with pointed
by
flounces falling from them.
Some one should whisper In the ears
of auburn-haireand
girls,
that here Is a frock that will milks'
theni look their loveliest.
Jnnie.
But this
"Let no mulil think she is not fnlr- - green is not a dllHcult color for
r in new clothes than old" or words most any girl whatever her con
A radiant
lo that effect said the great poet plexliin.
skin and hrighl
aureate. Here, in the picture above, liair are wonderfully set off by "it.
's portrayed a dance frmk which Is
Somber Hues.
nretty enough to inspire appreciative
Jcople like poets and returning heroes,
iielge crepe de chlni and dark hit
it Is of Nile green tulle over a satin satin, tele de negre velvet nnd black
petticoat with an underbodlce of siilin, blue serge anil blin k satin, an(
.loth of silver.
Iridescent bands, black georgette ami black satin un
limit' of sequins thnt do much gleam- favorite combinations. A certain soft
ing and twinkling, have occasional shade of terra cottu Is also used et
rthlto daisies, iu narrow ribbon em- fectlvely with black. The scarcity oil
broidery, placed upon them. These fabrics nnd the necessity for conacre
tlwnys suggest youth. The bands are Ing wool are responsible for thin foible
tsed In a border lit Ihe bottom of the of fashion.

y dancing

For Devotees of Midwinter Sports
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Due to arrive Just now are the more
s
r less pretentious outfits for the
of midwinter sports, l'lensure-eeker- s
nre divided Into two factions;
me of them lured by sunshine nnd
oft nlr, gay companionship nnd new
.dveiiture, to the South, nnd the other,
itrong for the North with Its Ice and
now nnd lusty sports. In the South
'ushions ndd their Interest to every
iccuputlon, nnd this element of Inter-s- t
Is not lacking where the background of all apparel is a world cov-re-d
with snow and !eebound. Since
;uch a background calls for the sparkle
if brilliant color, we await 'the entry
f a lot of fascinating and snappy togs
or Northern sportsmen, Just ns we
would that of a
military
dev-itee-

heart-stirrin-

innd.

ment makes a dashing finish for it.
The set at the right Is developed lat
a
basket cloth. Fringed
bands of the material are used for a
decorution on botli the scarf and cap.
but a crocheted rose of chenille blooms)
on the latter while the scarf, with
edges, is cleverly fold.nl
up at one end to form a muff.
d

brlar-stltche- d

The Separate Vest.
The separate vest is the most important nnd popular dress accessory 4
the season. It lias made its appear
ance in innumerable fabrics, colors and
general styles. Primarily the sepnrnia
vest is Intended for wear with the
suit, but it Is possible to wear H
with a tailored or semltallored street
frock, transforming a plain dress lnt
one that is elaborate enough for afternoon wear. These vests may be made
with or without collars, and the choice
of fabrics covers the entire range from
filmy nets and luces to heavy, wana
angora. Separate vests of fur and Inn
tut loo fur are nlso often made to accompany plain tailored suits, anil the
tuny be worn either underneath or iut
side the suit coat.
f

d
In the vanguard, having already
for Christmas, there are new
ikatlng sets In two or three pieces,
l'hey nre made of soft felts, bnsket-veav- e
cloths or developed in any of
Jie heavy, soft weaves among winter
ratings. Some of these sets add a
nnll muff to the scarf and cup.
and
There are
a
sets, of yarns; those of
having made their entry earliest.
n the picture above two sets made of
cloths nre shown, one of felt und one
it a basket-weavAt the left, a smart set is made of
,
felt. The scarf is very
Judging Materials.
When buying woollen matoriab. hn!.l
wide, worn with a shawl effect, and
finished with a knotted fringe of yarn. them up to the light nnd look through
The cap Is an inspiration of the them ; the best qualities nre free frosi
"overseas" cap, and a metallic orna- - uneven and broken threads.
hand-knitte- d

d

an-ior-

d

The Fur Coatee.
There are numerous cape models entirely made of fur, and the long fur
cape Is certnlnly a luxurious affair. It
Is usually finished with a large shawl
collar of the same fur as the wrap or
a collar of fox.

a frill of black Chantiily luce stanoV
Ing upright about the crown and mm
other that supreails out beyond tha
edge of the brim. The two frills of
lace are Joined by a band of 5ible,
with two little crossed tail euds.

Lace and Fur.
Lace and fur are cleverly combined
on a smart dinner and theater hat. It
Is made with a foundation of chiffon
velvet, drawn tight and smooth over
the mushroom frame. Then there Is

Fluted Ribbon.
Fluted ribbon brims are a part af
some of the new bats. The crowns
are of fur, of velvet or of beaver, and
the brims, rather narrow, are formed
of a row of Anted velvet ribbos
heavy enough to stand stiff and Grav
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Tho SanU Fa
an
Red Cross Chapter
office of its Home Service Section
On the National Forests, comprisin the room adjoining the work room
ing 155,000.000 acres, representing 28
of the Chapter. 'Entrance to this
per cent, of the timber resources of
office is by way of the big gates
the country, the fire s'tuation is
on Lincoln Ave. The Home Service
fairly well in hand according to'
Section is glad to be of service to
"Safeguarding America Against Fire.-the families of enlisted men and
Each year, through proper educastands ready to help or advise them TELL 'EM YOU'RE FEELIN' FINE Lawyars Club Luncheon
tional and publicity activities as well
Prof. J. A. Wood left Sunday afterin any matter which may be troubGeorge Cartwrght who is with the as more strict enforcement of taws
I AM A REFUGEE GARMENT
About forty members and visiting
noon for Helen on a brief business U. S. army and stationed in Ten- and
sees a reduction in
ling them.
regulations,
aln's no use in kickin', friend, lawyers were present at the first
nessee, was here on a short furlough the number of fres caused through
Office hours from 2 to 4 every There
trip.
I was made by a patriotic woman
if things don't come your way,
monthly luncheon of the Albuquervisiting relatives last week.
human agencies. We shall not, how in a little town on the western afternoon.
It does no good to holler 'round an' que Lawyers' club at the Y. M. C. A.
John Ervien, son of the late Robin forest plains of America.
She does not
ever,
approach
perfection
grumble night an' day; ;
banquet hall Tuesday noon .' T. J.
Prof. R. R. Hill, superintendent of fire
ert P. Ervn, was a visitor from
protection until fires caused by speak the language of the father L A Splendid Record
The thing to do is to curb yer grief-- cut Vabry, the president of the club for
n
Normal Ins- human
the
Gillup this week.
elimin less child who will wear me, but
members of the Mill's
are
The
agencies
entirely
energetic
out
little
whine,
1919, presided and there were talks
yer
titute at El Rito, attended the edu- ated. We still have a long way to I am a message of love which needs Red Cross Branch completed and An'
when they ask you how you arc, from Federal Judge Colin Neblett:
Amado Chaves. Jr , now a lieuten- cational conference held here this go. This statement can be
allotment of refugee
no
their
translation.
appreciat
shipped
fine."
feelin'
"I'm
the newly elected district judge, M.
say,
jest
ant !n the United States army is week.
I reveal the pulsating- - heart of a garments on time to the division
ed when tt is known that of the
E. Hickey; A. R. McMillen, W. A
fjr-ttint nrnirrit in iht W:t . generous people.
voting his father, from Camp Perry,
in
This
branch
Denver.
7iti
headquarters
They ain't no man alive but what is Keleher, H S. Bowman, assistant at- Miss Julia Lucero. daughter of trnnal r;orests Hurint?' 1917. ne.rlv
Ohio.
I represent that people more truly has always maintained its splendid;
booked to get his slap,
former Secretary of State Antonio
torney general of Santa Fe; H. E.
were due to carelessand fa:thfully than does the great- - record.
They ain't no man that walks but Denney of Gallup, A. G. Simms, who
Prire Cross, for seven years mess. Lucero, will leave shortly to reside ness and were, therefore, prevent- est diplomatist.
nrs
wnat irom irouDie gets
has been in the Ked Cross service
rap;
in the office of the governor, in Las Vegas. Her sister Miss Au- able. The
I .speak more eloquently than the At Elida
e"i;rr
following table tells the
Go mingle with the bunch, old boy, for the past several months, and
h t I'liN rrd the law offire of Francis rora Lucero will join her in a few
of the severe weather
most powerful oraior.
storv
shTae.
Regardless
all
the
where
lights
bright
other members of the local bar.
C Wilson.
weeks.
2'32
Lightning-causefires
To a people on the verge of
and so much illness 119 new mem- An' when they ask
you how you arc,
IV' 5
I bear new hope and vision bers were secured during the Christhuman agency
I'nknown
jest say, "I'm feelin' fine."
Why He was Worried
W. E. Carroon who has been deA'tnrney W. I. I.nras. nf T.as Vecas.
I br'ng delight to the eyes of a mas Roll Call.
Campers
a mrmbrr of the state board of bar puty state treasurer for the past two
1001
Railroads
chid to whom happiness is
waning at
. was
.
little
.
Yer heart may be jest- bustin' with!. r r rciitiiiiian
n
cnmincrs. was a business vis'tor in years, has taken a position with the
a stranger.
At 'Carlsbad
Incendiary
some real or fancied woe,
ti e city this week.
of
natives
down beside
lax payers association of which R
sat
1 Am
A R.
.W
Rrush burning
The Junior Red Cros'S organiza-t:o- n Rut if irnu emit ftip nttipr fnlks ain't .couple
A Refugee Garment.
.
F. A spin n I is the resident director
.
,
.
nim.
.V4 iC. Rays.
about eighty dollars from
Miscellaneous causes
report
M. B Raca formerly deputy coun- in charge.
StfW one-"S- ure,
193
Pat, it's down to
their recent bazaar and candy sale. Th.
Lumbering
,t
I've been, and I'm on me
ty clerk plans to remove to Dcn-v- r
er
own
At
Cross
Hailed
be
Friend
Red
friend,
yer
they
a
A. H. Carter editor of the Magda-lenwith his familv. He has been in
to Kilpatrick.
7814
Total
An' when they ask you how you are, wayYeback
A Belgian soldier wrote recently
S.unta Fe since 1911.
News and member of the house
VALUE OF COUNTY BOARD.
don t say so, said the other.
jest say, "I'm feelin' fine."
to the American Red Cross Comfrom Socorro county was a visitor
"It's mesself that's just after being
One of our progressive
SELECTED.
county
F.
Herbert
Justice
down to Kilkenny, and I stop here
Raynolds at the Record office yesterday. Mr. NEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW missioner for Belgium invoking ma- superintendents
writes the Departtrimonial aid'from the American Red
arrived from Albuquerque where he Carter is accompanied by Mrs. Cartbit before I go to Kil'mor."
a
"I am on IV ment of Education a very optimisCross as follows:
was district judge, to take up the er.
"What assassins I" exclaimed the
of New Years' Cheer
outthe
future
tic
letter
Message
concerning
month.
next
married
of
po'nt
dities of his new office Tuesday.
getting
"Would that I were
(Continued from nacre four.)
con- for imnrovement
of
At the Shrine dance on New Year's Frenchman,
. . school
to my look
,
,
,
,
Miss Mamie Hotz has returned been an accomplice to her husband I have no relatives - to 11come
u t ion s in nis county,
L. safely back in France I"
a
i
a
P.
received
a
aeai
a
was
in
vo
eve,
great
by
telegram
h.
Captain Waldo Twitrhell son of from Glen wood Springs, Colorado, in the kill'nci of James R. Lnsk, Jr.,
You would render me a has ')een done DV several districts Williamson, illustrious potentate of Seven O'clock Dinner
Colonel Ralph P.. Twitchell, the h:s where she spent several
weeks with in Roy on December 18. She was Belgium
in the way o repair-- 1 Baliut Abyad temple, from F. B.
arrived in Santa Fe Wcdnci relatives and has resumed her nosi-tio- given a prel'minary hearing and very great service in granting, me a fhe past year
Last Saturday evening Mr. and
'nB a"d furnishing some of the need-- j verwood, a prominent Shriner of Los
the
for
money
'secour,'
only
for
several
weeks.
a
of
wi'h-odny
stay
with the State Corporation Com- bound over to the grand jurv
I have is my pay. which fs sixty- - ed supplies, such as window shades, Angeles, wh'ch read: "Goodbye, you Mrs. W. W. Wcntworth, with true
in
Mrs.
Hale was placed
bond.
mission.
spirit, gave a seven o'clock
that amount maps, globes and dictionaries, fenc- - year of heartaches, farewell troubles, holiday
Or. Edgar I.. Ilcwett. director of
the county iail to await the arrival five cents a week. W'th
war, ana sirue. xouve monnagcu dinner to a number of the'r friends.
it is very diff cult to save money.!'"
B"""""
h"""b
tl e state museum left Saturday for
conof
Mora
to
officers
from
countv
The
e
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Doran and
school boards and patrons of alt our grubstakes and you've chang
dinner, replete with all the deMy fiancee is as poor as I am. She
S.in Diego, for two wecl-s- , to attend
are surely to be com- ed our scheme of life, out next licacies of the season, has not been
son accompanied by Mrs. Thomas vey her and her husband to the jail is a
districts
these
K.
A.
at
Brieuc.
St.
in
tr, matter's
connection with the
refugee
mended for their cooperation in this year will be the greatest the whole surpassed even by the grandmothers
Doran, wife of the proprietor of the of that county Las Vegas Optic.
C. Rays.
rrtiseum there.
Montezuma hotel in this city, and
good work. I hope more districts world ever knew." The message at- of other days.
Dinner over the rest of the even
w'll follow this good example and tracted a good deal of attention at
TORRANCE
Another Faithful Worker
The Southwestern
Coal Company the Hotel Doran in Albuquerque
supply their school with at least some the dance and many expressions of iug was spent in games and music.
of Gallup files with the state cor- were Duke city visitors this week.
One of the ardent workers for of
these necessaries each year until approval were heard from the guests. The graciousness of the occasion
the San Miguel County Chapter isi their scho0,s are we
poration here this week an amendAnother Crew For Arizona
supplied. 0ur This dance, given by the Shrine for will long be remembered. Santa
John Tombs secretary of the New
its capital stock
ment increasing
N. Bush secured transnortation Mrs. J. F. Miller of Valley ranch Coun, y Board of Education has been alt
J.
Masons, was by far the largest Rosa Voice.
Mex'co public health association was for twentv-fiv- e
from $50,000 to $100,000.
Estan-c;- a wno on an occasion.
men
left
who
'
the
most
painstaking
during
past
of the week, there being, close
affair
in the city this week in the interests
for Prejrott. Ari7ona, to work that portion of the county did its,
the needs of the to three hundred Masons, including The Lindseys And Th Hennas
Herbert Mendenhall and Frank of securing legislation favorable to on a U. S.
This makes the bit in the drives, knitting and many choo, districts8 and have from time wives
hospital.
and sweethearts, in attendThe addition of Former Governor
Horn, two Santa Fe young men, have the establishment of a state health third shipment he has made from other of the Red Cross activities, tQ ,jme accompanied me on my
who danced the old year out and Mrs. Lindsey and of former
,rips
Governance,
and
called
on
department,
drive
Hi
from
subscr
the
last
this
mX
d'scharsed
The
will
honorably
Estancia.
next .shipments
During
ption
it
L,
o.
r.aarA
-a
in
with
new
.
and
Chief
the
feeling
Justice and Mrs. Hanna to the
year
U S. Army.
"'I'"""'"
she secured a large
be Jan. 7th and Jan. 14th, 1919.
They returned home or
business
to personally acquaint the of having gotten rid of something citizenry of Albuquerque is a notable
scribers in Valley Ranch, and has
tbis week from Jacksonville, Florida.
county board with existing condihad to make the best of but one. The former governor and the
Zero Weather
just sent in a $26 dollar donation to tions and have found them most res- they
"QUO VADIS?"
were more than half glad to be rid former chief justice will form a law
is. still the treasurer.
Captain Frank E. Mera, has re-cold
The
weather
w'nter
in
reasonable
to
acceding
ponsive
of and a welcome for the new unin this city. The familWhither goest thou? Here we with us. More snow and the therrued to resume the superintend-encdemands of the loyal districts boards. tried which promises big things not partnership,
ies of these two men who have been
of Sunmount Sanatorium, hav-ir- have the most searching and the mometer down to zero.
Cuervo Red Cross 'Note
The
old
The
seem
most
appreciative
but
for the so h'ghly honored by the voters of
patrons
.for Americans
question in the timers sav that they have never seen
been with the arniv medical corps most
Cuervo has gone "over the top' of the County Board's apparent in only
New Mexico, will be of distinct adWhat is the
nme months with the rank of cap- whole realm of teaching.
to this winter. Stock is in the Red Cross drive ending De terest in their school welfare and al wortj. Albuquerque Journal.
equal
ultimate
destination? What big
your
vantage to the city. Albuquerque
tain.
39
31st.
the
loss
mem
cember
and
with
readv there is a noticeable SDurt Woodmen Celebrate
ffering very much,
Starting
Journal.
objective looms before you as yon
be heavv. At the same timelbers, 51 new names were added to! toward civic improvement,
The Osage Camp No. 59, W. O. W.
Lieut Dillman C. Kinsell was home lrch !he lessons of the school" the bean .ra'sers are smiling, al-- ! the membership list during the drive,! 'The law establishing the Countv
of Tularosa... held rw its annual installa- - How It Happened
on a short furlough during the wcek.iJ"sl ,wnar. are
hoping. Jo ac- - though it keeps them busy to keep with outside districts to near trom. Board of Education has been
popul lion or omccrs
.
;
He is now stationed vi Louisiana. r'.,mP,'sn'y m"n of srLho1 ac,i" warm.
luesaay, in iconncc- - Once a year the newsboys of a cerA large consignment
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Red Cross Town
Central 103
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